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Abstract
Large cities often become regional cities. This has become a global trend emerging in early 20th
century. As the urbanised area grows, the connection with nature tends to weaken – therefore green
space networks can play an important role in shaping regional urban form. New Zealand’s largest
urban region, Auckland, is facing the challenges of increasing population and ongoing urban growth.
This research project aims to preserve Auckland’s green network to retain Auckland’s unique
lifestyle and ensure that the future growth is environmentally sustainable.

By identifying the distinguishing characteristics of Auckland’s lifestyle and urban patterns, this
research project takes the view that Auckland regional development should focus on the strong
interrelationship between city and nature. Based on knowledge of other cities’ experiences, this
research work not only includes design theories and techniques, but also incorporates the
implementation policies necessary to achieve the goal of preserving Auckland’s green network.

Research methods include defining appropriate environmental criteria and social criteria. Regional
Auckland, the Warkworth-Silverdale (W/S) greenbelt and the Puhoi village were used as case
studies to test this approach. Firstly, a set of environmental criteria was established in order to
analyse green space features and identify potential green belts in regional Auckland. By combining
all the important environmental conditions, six possible green belts were identified as buffers
between urban developments. Secondly, the W/S greenbelt was used to show how the
environmental criteria could be used at the local scale. After identifying the green network around
the W/S greenbelt, social criteria (which were derived from an independent Remuera study) were
used to shape Puhoi’s future urban structure inside the W/S greenbelt. Finally, a master plan was
carried out to show how both sets of criteria, environmental and social, could be integrated to
maintain a high quality lifestyle with great access to nature.

The research findings suggest that a green network can, in addition to offering the growing
population a new regional park system, also provides more urban land for the growing Auckland
and ensures a high quality lifestyle for its future citizens.
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1. Introduction
A green network is a critical element in urban development as a connection between people and
nature (Starke & Simonds, 2013). As part of the urbanization process, the scale of cities tends to
grow, meaning larger cities can become regional cities in their structures. The regional city is a
cluster of cities and towns surrounding one or more influential major cities; the former are spatially
separated but functionally connected with the central city (or cities) and one another (Hall & Pain,
2006). Regional city forms - like the linear city, the polycentric metropolis and the megaregion city dominate most economically active areas in the world (Calthorpe & Fulton, 2001; Champion & Hugo,
2004; Hall & Pain, 2006; Weller & Bolleter, 2013). In order to minimize the impact on the natural
environment, green space networks play an important role, especially in shaping urban form and
enhancing resilience to threatening changes (Bruegmann, 2005 ; Calthorpe & Fulton, 2001;
Newman, Beatley, & Boyer, 2009).

Because Auckland is facing the challenges of increasing population and ongoing urban growth, this
research project aims to preserve a green space network to shape a sustainable urban
development. The following research will be based on observation and investigation of current
lifestyles and urban characteristics. The research will look at regional development theories and
practices in both English-speaking countries and China. The resulting methodology will include an
analysis of the current development conditions in the Auckland region, including a literature review,
site survey, and spatial analysis. Through comparison and interpretation, suitable methods will be
identified to meet Auckland urban development needs. The research findings will lead to the
development of a resilient regional structure to maintain the quality of life, accommodate more
people and integrate with natural systems. In order to test this research, GIS mapping analysis will
be carried out at three spatial scales and a specific site will be chosen to detail the implication of the
research work.

Auckland and its surrounding cities and towns have grown faster than ever before (Bogunovich &
Bradbury, 2012a). From Whangarei to Hamilton and Tauranga, along State Highway One (SH1) and
the coastal line, a cluster of cities and towns have expanded more than any other place. Auckland
9

has become a linear conurbation of cities and towns. This thesis will focus on the environmental
features along SH1. Three kinds of data, environmental, infrastructural and social data, will be
gathered, mapped and analysed. By combining environmental maps with infrastructural maps,
potential green spaces along SH1 will be identified as a new regional green network. Social data will
be used to determine potential urban land for future use within the green network.

1.1 Research Question
How can a green space network ensure the sustainable and resilient urban development of regional
Auckland and preserve the unique lifestyle?

1.2 Research Rationale
Current characteristics of Auckland
As one of the most liveable cities in the world, Auckland has a unique urban-nature relationship and
high quality lifestyle (Auckland Tourism Events and Economic Development, 2014; Auckland
Vegetation, n.d.). One of the most distinctive features of the structure of Auckland city is the
balanced interaction between the urban fabric and natural environment, which characterised by
decentralized urban districts integrated within a large range of green spaces (Duder, Winstone, &
Warren, 1969; Palmer, 2002). The existing green spaces of Auckland include not only natural
surroundings such as forests, beaches, bushes and streams, but also urban green areas like parks,
volcanic fields and sports fields. Although Auckland has some urban issues such as worsening
traffic congestion and increasing housing prices, the current green network still provides a high
quality urban lifestyle for its people with relatively limited crowding, minimal pollution, great scenic
beauty, and easy access to outdoor spaces. This strength of urban structure not only has
contributed to Auckland’s liveability, but also makes it distinct from other cities in the world.

Another element of Auckland’s liveability is a traditional kiwi dream lifestyle, which is characterised
by separate dwellings with individual gardens. The kiwi dream life provides people the possibility of
having a piece of land with a home and garden, in addition to garages, car parking, patios and
10

maybe a pool. People’s daily life involves much time within their own houses and gardens. At the
same time, their leisure time is very closely related to nature in terms of access to beaches, volcanic
fields, forests and sports fields (Cameron, Hayward, & Murdoch, 1997; The Encyclopedia of New
Zealand, 2012). In brief, the high quality Auckland lifestyle is closely related to green space both
indoor and outdoor. The image of a single family house plus surrounding garden with a volcano in
the background has almost been an identity of the Auckland lifestyle, and has been recognized by
people all over the world.

Future challenges
However, there are some future challenges for urban development. Firstly, Auckland’s population is
expected to grow significantly in the mid-term. According to Auckland Unitary Plan, the city’s
population will grow from the current 1.4 million people to 2.4 million by 2040 (Auckland Council,
2015). This will cause more pressure on both the environment and urban structure. In order to meet
this challenge, a compact city plan is in progress(Auckland Council, 2015). According to Ray and
Robinson, if re-zoning most of the current urban areas from low density to medium or high density,
Auckland will not need to spread for the next 30 years (Ray, Robinson, & Fontein, 2011). However,
many people disagree with the strategies in this plan, and discuss alternative ways for Auckland to
grow in terms of structure, density, transport, policy, and so on (Anderson; Bogunovich & Bradbury,
2012b; Harris, n. d.; Wilson & Bogunovich, 2011, June 9; Witten, Abrahamse, & Stuart, 2011). Is
densifying the existing Auckland city a necessary recipe for absorbing more people? Is it worth
forcing many Aucklanders to change their current lifestyle by adopting a compact city lifestyle?

The urbanization process in Auckland will last much longer than 2040 and may continue to about
2100 (Burdett, 2011). This means that Auckland and its surrounding cities will keep growing after
the current Auckland Unitary Plan expires. From a recent observation, cities and towns from
Whangarei to Hamilton and Tauranga have strong tendency to grow along SH1 and the coastal
areas. If this cluster of cities and towns could be organized into a city region with the aim to
absorbing the increasing population, then Auckland city would not have to take on so much
pressure to increase its density and hence, would not change dramatically change its residents’
11

lifestyle. To rethink the compact city model, it is necessary to adopt macro regional thinking beyond
the current Auckland region’s administrative boundaries and the current planning timeframes. This
means we have to conceptualise Auckland as a linear city from Whangarei to Hamilton and
Tauranga. The question is how can regional cities shape their urban systems effectively? What kind
of theories or practices can help guide this condition?

1.3 Research framework
According to the above analysis, the research structure is outlined in the following diagram:

Figure 1.1. Research framework
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2. Literature Review
This chapter provides a review of recent international research on preserving green networks for
regional cities. It will also provide a discussion about the relevant theories and include some
international examples which are linked to Auckland’s potential development. Three themes are
reviewed around the research question. The first part of this chapter will outline key concepts,
process and the current trends of development in city regions in the global context. The second
theme is the importance of green space networks, and how green networks affect regional city
development. The third part of this chapter will examine ways of using green network plans to
enhance the unique lifestyles offered by Auckland to its residents.

2.1 Regional city forms
Although the history of city region is relatively short, there has been a significant amount of global
research undertaken about the city region. City region phenomena were first observed in European
and American metropolises, and then it was paid growing attention by scholars all over the world.
Due to the complexity and uniqueness of city regions in terms of geography, politics, economy and
society, the concepts of city regions and the key forces driving city development shows an
enormous variety of forms.

Definition of regional city
The concept of regional city or city-region was started from the early twentieth century, but was not
widely used in academic and political fields until 1990s (Rodríguez-Pose, 2008). Among a rich
definition of the city-region, the essential concept can be defined as “the presence of a core city
linked by functional ties to a hinterland” (Rodriguez-Pose, 2008, p. 1027). The ties in this region
usually contain “a combination of economic, housing market, travel-to-work, marketing, or retail
catchment factors.” (Rodriguez-Pose, 2008, p. 1027).

Framework of city-region
The framework of a city-region is a network of different-sized settlements whereby a number of
13

urban spaces surround a related bigger centre city, in addition, they are hierarchized by size,
related location, and distribution of functions (Soja, 2001). The relationship among many
settlements operates in at least three ways. The first way is “an intra-urban effect”, which refers to
connections from the centre city to its hinterland. The second way is “inter-urban linkages”, which
means the links among different urban centres. The third way includes relations among many
settlements with different sizes (Soja, 2001).

Development process of city-regions
Development of a city region is a process of decentralization. Peter Hall (2014) describes the
process: population is decentralized from cities to their suburbs, and then moved outside to smaller
towns. During this process, cities play the core roles within larger city regions. With continuous
development, smaller cities and towns are incorporated into even larger “mega-city regions” (Hall,
2014). Within the city-region context, studies about individual cities or towns are not enough to
understand regional urban forms or to plan regional urban future. They need to be considered and
planned as a whole city region (Hall, 2014).

Different terms for city regions
During the development of city region theory, many terms are expanded to emphasize different
spatial forms or growing process. Geddes defined the process from dispersion to conglomeration in
the city region as “Conurbation” in 1915 (Hall, 2002). Soria established the “Linear City” concept
which describes the immense mobility through advantages of transport technology (Hall, 2002). Hall
contributes to studies of “Polycentric Metropolis” and “Mega-city Region” through his global
observations of regional cities in terms of their significant size and growth speed (Hall & Pain, 2006).
Emphasizing the strong effects of urbanization and globalization, Soja expanded the city-region
concept to another theoretical approach as the “Postmetropolis”, and then as the “Global City
Region” (Soja, 2001) (Soja, n. d. ). To define the uniqueness of city region development in China,
the term: “Metropolitan Interlocking Regions” which describes the “rural-urbanization” process was
created (Zhou, 1991).
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Different aspects of city region theories
The variety of city region theories can also be seen to arise from a difference in perspectives of
environmental, social, economic and political conditions.

From an environmental perspective, Geddes established a theory and method of regional planning
in 1915. The essential idea is a survey of natural resources in the entire region (Hall, 2002). Geddes
was the first person to propose a systems approach for regional planning. His idea was later
interpreted by Mumford in the 1920s and became influential around the world.

Holding dual sociological and geographical perspectives, Harvey explained how social principles
affect spatial distribution in urban and regional development (Harvey, 1973). His idea of
social-spatial justice in regional development has been followed by countless derivatives.
Combined geographical, historical, political and social perspectives, Soja rethought the spatial
transformation of the modern metropolis critically. He has developed different theories and practices
between the traditional city and the post-metropolis (Soja, 2001).

Jacobs argued that economy is the main force that decides a city’s growth speed rather than
location or resources (Jacobs, 1970). Zhao explained the highly intensive regional competition in
China’s metropolis through the relationship between institutional archetype and spatial structure
(Zhao, 2009).

Having a political perspective is also important in terms of managing regional development.
O’Flaherty focused on how public policies influent urban life and spatial agglomeration (O'Flaherty,
2005). Steven N. S. Cheung summarized how institutional and economic forces drove Chinese
urbanization process in last three decades (Cheung, 2014).

Practice and key examples of successful planned city region development
Although the terms and theories of city region development are diverse, it is very difficult to organize
a regional plan and complete it without the support from regional authorities. Despite the great effort
15

of regional planning practice in America in the early 20th century, the first realized example is
Abercrombie’s Great London Plan in 1944. Peter Hall explained how these ideas developed from
Howard to Abercrombie (Hall, 2014)(See figure 2.1). The strategy of Green Belt was an important
part of the London Plan, successfully used in limiting London’s growth, and then widely studied by
many other city regions.

There have been more successful examples of regional cities in recent years. For instance, the
Copenhagen-Malmo Metropolis, the Milan-Bologna Metropolis in Italy, the Ruhr Metropolitan
Region of Germany, the Randstad in The Netherlands, the Washington DC-New York-Boston
Megalopolis in the USA, and the Pearl River Delta in China (Hall, 2014; Hall & Pain, 2006). There
are also many excellent proposed plans, such as Auckland 2040: A resilient urban region on the
water (Bogunovich & Bradbury, 2012a). The East Coast Megaregion of Australia (Weller & Bolleter,
2013), and “Great Central Garden Cities ”in Wolfson Economics Prize (2014).

Figure 2.1. The New Town idea from Howard to Abercrombie (Hall, 2014, p.184)

As of 2015, more than 500 city regions have a population of 1 million inhabitants or more in the
world. Among them, 35 megacities have a population over 20 million and these include the London
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region in European, the Pearl River Delta and the Yangtze River Delta regions in China, and the
Tokaido (Tokyo-Osaka) corridor of Japan (Hall & Pain, 2006).

Among the growing body of regional city practice, there is significant consensus about green space,
which is considered as a structuring element of regional planning. The purpose of regional planning
is to seek a new harmonious relation between city region and its green background rather than
destroy the natural environment (Hall, 2002). Depending on the location, green space can be
described as a Green Belt, a Green Wedge, a Green Ring, or a Green way, and so on. The
combination of green space oriented development (GOD) and transport oriented development
(TOD) is often considered as a key strategy for shaping regional cities’ spatial form.

Another important experience learnt from these successful examples is social sustainability. Social
order is the hiden order under the appearance of urban spatial form. Social order is city’s DNA that
decides the city’s function, land use display, dwelling preference and traffic preference, and
therefore generates a unique urban fabric through time. Social stability and continuity from the past
to the present is very important for people’s lives. It is also the key to keeping people’s long-term
dreams in the future developments in the entire region.

Summary of regional city literature
In brief, traditional city theories cannot accommodate the expected expansion of many cities due to
globalization and industrialization, and hence, regional city thinking is necessary for this new
tendency. From the origin to development, regional city theories were related to the natural
environment very closely. The fundamental purpose of regional planning was to integrate urban
settlement framework within a green space network. This goal works through the survey of natural
resources, an analysis of geography and ecology, identification of permanent conservation zones
and recognition of land for future human communities.

How these theories and practices affect Auckland?
In New Zealand, the regional city phenomenon has come to the attention of authorities and scholars.
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In order to manage regional development, the Auckland Council was established as a regional
authority replacing the previous “Auckland Regional Authority”. However, as Auckland and its
surrounding towns have expanded closer to each other, it is difficult to balance urban growth and
the natural environment inside and outside the Auckland administrative boundary. A consideration
of macro regional issues would be useful instead of the various plans made by different authorities.

Based on more than twenty years’ observation, Bogunovich and Bradbury drew a regional structure
for Auckland’s future - “the regional polycentric city” (Bogunovich & Bradbury, 2012a). They argue
that Auckland and its surrounding cities and towns have become a “Linear City Region” or a “Linear
Conurbation” along SH1. In the framework of a city region, studies on individual city or town are not
enough to understand or plan Auckland development. In order to adapt to the significant changes in
terms of urban theory and practice, Auckland’s development needs to be studied as a macro
regional conurbation instead of within the territorial limits of Auckland Council.

Based on the literature review, two aspects of urban theory will be relevant to the study of
Auckland’s regional development. Firstly, a green space network needs to be established as a
structural element to shape the contours of the future city along SH1. Secondly, the social aspect of
the new city needs to be considered as a force to organize the internal urban fabric.

2.2 Green space networks
Definition of green space network
Within the literature review of the green space network, many similar terms have been used to
describe the natural environment around certain urban areas, such as green-network, green web,
greenbelt, green infrastructure or open space. Generally, a green space network refers to the space
both outside and inside human settlements, such as conservation sites, forests, croplands,
farmlands, grasslands, wetlands and water bodies. This term has been widely used in landscape
architectural practice but has since attracted a great deal of attention by city planners and
landscape urbanists due to the increasing number of cross-disciplinary projects.
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The importance of green space networks
Green space and regional development complement each other. Green spaces are not only natural
resources for an entire city region, but also essential elements to shape the urban spatial structure
and social order. At the same time, well planned city regions can protect natural green spaces
systematically, and can improve regional resilience and sustainability. Bosselmann compared urban
forms and the green space of 41big cities around the world. He stated that since humans have a
large range of tolerance to density and city pattern, the interaction between urban structure and a
green network would be a foundation to achieve future liveability and vitality (Bosselmann, 2008).

Green space network practices and successful examples
Regional city design covers various scales, from the medium size linear city (the Salt Lake Region)
to multi-central region (the Paris Region) and finally to mega-region metropolitans (the Pearl River
Delta). Therefore, with different spatial scales or different periods of time, a green space network
has to play different roles. The following examples contain two aspects of green space network
practices: master planning practice and supporting policies.

How green space network shape regional structure
There are a number of examples of how green space networks shape the spatial structures of
regional cities. One successful example is the Salt Lake City regional plan. An open space system
was designed for the 100-mile long linear city to divide the city into subcentres. This strategy
integrated the natural environment into the whole region and made the urban form controllable
(Calthorpe & Fulton, 2001). Similar strategies have been used in European countries. In England’s
National Plan, natural beauty areas and green belts were regarded as growth boundary control
areas and were combined with railway corridor to guide regional growth directions (Hall & Pain,
2006).

The term “Green line” has become a compulsory element in urban planning and management in
China since 2002 (中华人民共和国建设部, 2002). In the Pearl River Delta of China, a 1690-km long
greenway corridor system has been in construction since 2010. Linking natural parks and heritage
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areas, this green network aims to retrofit the existing urban sprawl and serve 25.6 million people in
the 54,600 km2 region (广东省人民政府, 2010; 广东省住房和城乡建设厅, 2011). More recently, the
East Coast Megaregion (ECM) plan describes a linear city cluster in Australia. Preserved
agricultural lands divides 17 cities along 1,700-km long coast (Weller & Bolleter, 2013). The latest
case is the regional polycentric city for Auckland. Based on the concepts of “linear city” and “water
city”, this plan provides an impressive vision of “world lifestyle capital”. Landscape divides city
nodes in a 100-km long area, and allows for the growth of dozens of low-rise cities surrounding
harbours and coasts (Bogunovich & Bradbury, 2012a).

To summarize, these worldwide practices show that green space frameworks play a critical role in
shaping the urban transformation of regional cities, especially as sub-centre dividers, development
direction guiders, as a retrofitting tool, and as green infrastructure. Moreover, there are other needs
for green spaces, examples include making cities more resilient to natural disasters, like
earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, tsunamis, and so on (Droege, 2010; Newman et al., 2009; Science
Learning Hub, 2010; The Aucklander, 2013; Victoria University, 2013). This research study will
focus on how green space systems influence urban spatial structures from the ecological and social
perspectives.

What Auckland can learn from these practices?
In New Zealand, there is a large amount of literature relating to green space studies and practice.
However, most of these studies are limited to few aspects of green spaces, such as land use,
conservation or recreation. There seems to be a lack of research to identify their natural value or
land use suitability at the regional level.

Due to its long geological isolation, New Zealand’s plants and animals have developed in a unique
evolutionary way. This means many of the native species are endemic but defenceless against
attack. As such, preserving the natural environment is much more important for New Zealand than
for other countries in the world. However, the natural environment of Auckland is not only home to
many endangered wildlife species; it also offers spectacular scenery for the people of Auckland. On
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the one hand, preservation of the native ecosystem and biodiversity are fundamental for Auckland’s
society and nature. On the other hand, the volcanic fields, beaches, bushes and streams provide
stunning views and outdoor recreations for the social enjoyment of Aucklanders.

Since the growth of cities and towns around Auckland has already threatened the natural
environment, maintaining a green framework is urgent and very necessary before further urban
development. Given the current and future pressures on Auckland’s public space, the preservation
and expansion of Auckland’s current green space network could provide a key to protect Auckland’s
high quality environment and lifestyle. To do this, an investigation of the current green spaces and
an identification of natural values is a foundation to determine the development of a green network.

2.3 Using urban design to enhance lifestyles
Lifestyle impact on regional structure and urban fabric
Lifestyle refers to people’s urban life quality, which could include dwelling type, transport preference,
green space accessibility and convenience of services. There is a lot of research that discuss the
relationship between people’s lifestyle, urban planning and the provision of green space. However,
there is not much research discussing the relationship between lifestyles and a regional city’s
spatial form. On the one hand, a well-designed city can improve people’s urban life quality. On the
other hand, an individual’s lifestyle can affect the shape of urban fabric, ie, land use layout, building
height, population density, road system and the provision of green space.

The New Zealand lifestyle is widely praised by and is a key attraction for overseas people. There is
some research about how lifestyle relates to green space, but there is little research into how
lifestyle choices may relate to the development of a city region. Bogunovich and Bradbury argue
that Aucklanders’ lifestyle will affects the development of a regional urban structure. They suggest
that Auckland will become the “world’s lifestyle capital” (Bogunovich & Bradbury, 2012a).

Recognizing Auckland’s unique lifestyle
Due to climatic and coastal attractions, the Auckland lifestyle has many natural advantages. The
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uniqueness of Auckland’s lifestyle is not only because it accommodates the “kiwi dream” dwelling
type, but also because it provides ready access to green space.

The current interaction between the Auckland lifestyle, urban form and natural systems can be
summarized in three aspects. Firstly, dwelling types of Auckland city include houses, flats and
apartments. The single family dwelling with a garden, cars and pets are a critical part the of kiwi
dream. The growth of apartments provides additional options for different living demands. The
well-known Kiwi dream lifestyle is a one or two-storey family house on a quarter-acre section, with
at least one motor vehicle. In contract to many overcrowded cities, this low rise suburban model is
still an example of Auckland’s liveability. Although flats and medium-rise apartments are emerging in
recent years, the single family houses still dominate people’s mind in terms of residential options.

Secondly, accessibility to water and nature is very convenient. Access to water or green spaces
from anywhere in the city is usually within a short 10-minute drive. In term of green spaces, they are
easily accessible form most homes. This is also ready access to a wide variety of outdoor activities
including water activities such as sailing and fishing, as well as land-based activities like cycling and
walking. This close indoor-outdoor relationship is another key feature of the Auckland urban fabric.

Thirdly, pathway systems and cycling routes are built to link the natural environment and green
spaces within the city. Sports field and park networks are often close to residential areas, which can
be reached within 10-15 minutes walking. Both children and adults can enjoy diverse outdoor sports
or spend leisure time outdoors.

Historical reasons behind the Aucklands lifestyle
Auckland lifestyle differs not only from most big cities in the world; it also differs from other cities in
New Zealand. The distinct feature of Auckland’s lifestyle is its suburbia character with gardens. The
dwelling type distinctive of this lifestyle is widely known as “a quarter-acre kiwi dream” (ASB, 2010,
August 26 ). This real estate model would dominate Aucklands housing preference for many years.
The historical reasons behind Auckland’s lifestyle are briefly elaborated below.
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•

The initial land lot division was its fundamental reason

When the early European explorers settled in Auckland, land was readily available at a low price. As
a result, house sections were subdivided as large individual lots. During the construction of state
houses, the 1930s - 1950s, sections remained large, averaged about 1,000 m2. The housing style
was mainly a one-storey house with a garden around it. As the city grew, this pattern of housing
extended to form the existing suburbia character (ASB, 2010, August 26 ).

•

The desire of middle class value

When the Auckland’s economy boomed in the 20th century, living in locations with better views
became desirable for the middle class. Coastal areas became the most attractive places for
dwelling. Owning house with a sea view and a boat was the typical goal for many Aucklanders (ASB,
2010, August 26 ). Due to the motorway system, houses along coast lines can be easily accessed
and occupied by more people. A low density horizontal city started to emerge indicating that
Auckland has explored a different urban pattern to other cities in the world (ASB, 2010, August 26 ).

•

The land trade tradition

For Auckland (as New Zealand’s commercial centre), land trading has become a traditional
investment. This investment approach has driven rapid city development, both in urban spread and
in the rebuilding of existing areas (ASB, 2010, August 26 ). Price of land with or near natural
attractions (e.g. beaches) has increased much quicker than other locations. Real estate
development is a very well-paid occupation and has seems to have unlimited potential in Auckland.
This market force is one of the chief drivers of urban sprawl in Auckland (ASB, 2010, August 26 ).

To sum up, the conceptual thinking behind Auckland’s regional city development should be based
on its distinct geography and culture. Regional city theory and green network techniques are
methods relevant to planning Auckland’s future development whilst sustaining the current lifestyle.
Auckland urban growth has been a lifestyle oriented development which has shaped Auckland’s
urban form, and driven Auckland’s regional expansion along the motorway network and coastlines
(Bogunovich & Bradbury, 2012a). In planning any future urban development, preserving this high
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quality lifestyle at the regional level is essential to achieve higher liveability.
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3. Methodology
This research work will develop a suitable methodology through a combination of ideas from a study
of: regionalism, lifestyle urbanism and sustainable development. To facilitate this research, three
methods will be employed, as identified in the literature review. The first part of this chapter will
outline the methods relating to the planning process and government policy used for shaping green
spaces in the structure of regional cities. The second part of this chapter will discuss techniques
used in the measurement and design of green space networks. The third part of this chapter will
involve the use of a case study to analysis a high quality lifestyle in a current Auckland’s urban area
(the Remuera Case Study). The final part of this chapter will describe the data collection methods
and how Geographic Information System (GIS) will be used in this approach.

3.1 Methods to shape regional structure
Regional planning methods
A sustainable urban structure resilient to threatening changes could help organise a wide variety of
social and environmental conditions across a number of scales. These structures are
inner-connected, self-organized and easily-adapted. From the literature review in Chapter 2, a
green space network is no doubt an effective method to provide ecological sustainability for regional
development and shape a resilient structure for a regional urban system. Among a range of design
techniques for shaping regional structures, four main approaches have been commonly used.
These include preserving the natural environment, guiding the directions of regional development,
dividing sub-centres and communities, and retrofitting urbanized regions. The cooperation of these
four methods can build a network which connects both inner and outer sub-regions of the city
region.

Firstly, green spaces are regarded as natural environmental surroundings that are considered
desirable and important for a city region’s ecological sustainability. In this scenario, cities are often
located inside a natural landscape. In order to plan a new form of economic and environmental
future for its regional area, the Salt Lake City Plan used “green pens” to preserve several open
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space frameworks, and drew “Green maps” as the foundation of the open space layer (Calthorpe &
Fulton, 2001). The concept plan “Great Central Garden Cities”, which was submitted for
consideration of the Wolfson Economics Prize in 2014, used green space to protect cities from
pollution and adverse environmental effects, as well as preserving existing village and
environmental features (Hall, Daseking, Cousins, Rudlin, & Walker, 2014).

Figure 3.1. Salt Lake Area open space (Calthorpe & Fulton, 2001)

Figure 3.2. Great Central Garden Cities (Hall et al., 2014)

Secondly, green spaces are often combined with transport systems to orient regional development.
In 2003, the UK government published the “Sustainable Communities strategy”. The problems that
needed addressing were over-supplied of housing in Northern England but insufficient housing in
the Southern region. Nature boundary control (in southern and western areas), and railway corridor
orientation (in the northern and eastern directions) were the strategies used. Natural boundary
control divided regional lands into three types, namely “areas of outstanding natural beauty, green
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belt land and growth areas” (Hall & Pain, 2006).

Figure 3.3 Sustainable communities strategy 2003 (Hall & Pain, 2006, p. 130)

Thirdly, green space networks can be used to divide or connect urban subcentres and communities.
Different green elements can be used to form an internal urban system or an external regional
structure. For example, “The East Coast Megaregion” in Australia uses both ecological and
agricultural features to isolate different cities along the high-speed railway route. As defined by
Weller and Bolleter, ecological elements include “protected remnant vegetation, riparian corridors,
protected wetland and lake systems”, and an agricultural element contain “potentially productive
land”, existing “dryland agriculture, livestock grazing, and vegetation” (Weller & Bolleter, 2013).

Figure 3.4. East coastal megaregion (Weller & Bolleter, 2013, p. 189，191)
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Greenbelt or greenway is used to retrofit urbanized regions. For instance, the Pearl River Delta
“Greenway Network Plan” in China covered 9 major cities spanning an area of 54,600 km2
containing a population of 56 million. In order to change the traditional urbanization pattern and
avoid urban sprawl in regional area, 6 greenways, which amounted to a total of 1690 km were built
to connect the natural and cultural spaces with the cooperation of the 9 big cities. Three strategies
were used to achieve this plan, namely resource management, implementation policy and
cooperation of local authorities (广东省人民政府, 2010).

Figure 3.5. Greenway Network Plan for Pearl River Delta (广东省人民政府, 2010)

Policy
In terms of policy, environmental legislation is an effective way to restrict the boundaries between
urban and rural areas, or between public places and private lands (Bruegmann, 2005 ). Central and
local government working closely together is a key policy to restructure the inner relationship among
metropolitan networks. Cooperation between the local and central government across the Paris
Region is one successful example to emphasized on the diverse polycentric form and reduce
geographical inequities (Hall & Pain, 2006).

Summary
The green space network plays a very important role in maintaining a sustainable and resilient
regional spatial form. Green background, greenbelt, and greenways are the main strategies used in
the master planning/land use planning process. Environmental legislation and government
cooperation are essential for the implementation of regional structures. Geographic Information
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System (GIS) is an effective tool for planning or monitoring these processes. Due to the difference
in the environmental values of land use elements, identifying land use values is essential for green
space planning. Both public conservation areas and social green spaces are important for
urban-nature relationship, and should be included in designing green space networks.

3.2 Methods of green space network
In order to build an ecologically and socially effective green space network, it is necessary to
maintain existing green spaces as well as create new green spaces and corridors. The methods
identified in this section will be considered as the environmental criteria, and will be used to design
green networks in the ensuring case studies.

Existing green spaces can be classified into three main categories: the most important being public
conservation zones, which include marine areas, reserves and conservation areas. The second
category is native forest in private land. The third comprises of various water bodies, including lakes,
rivers and wetlands. Existing green spaces protect native plants, enhance wildlife movements,
maintain reserves and significant landscape features.

In addition to the ecological function of green space, there is also a strong need for social green
space. These areas include outdoor spaces for people’s social activities, like camping, walking, and
tracking. According to their natural values, a large range of land has the potential to be established
as green spaces, although some of it is in private hands. This land usually has close relationships
with existing green spaces and could be used to extend the size of future green network
significantly.

In conjunction with the existing green spaces, potential green spaces can be identified from three
landscape features, namely exotic forests, steep lands and flood plains. Through a revegetation
process, these potential green spaces could be established as part of future green space network.
However, other land use types, such as croplands and grass-lands, have less value in terms of their
contribution to ecology, and will not be considered as part of a potential green space network.
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Design of green space
Reserve size, reserve shape, reserve network are the main criteria to measure a green space
network. Use of buffer zones and corridors are key strategies to enhance the green network. Larger
reserves can support richer species than smaller ones. Donnelly and Marzluff found that most bird
species in Washington live in native forest species reserves that are bigger than 42 ha (Donnelly &
Marzluff, 2004). Although reserve shape seems to have no significant effect on the quality of natural
reserve, the corridors and buffer zones are important to support the lives of wild plants and animals
(Soul & Simberloff, 1986). Compared with patches without corridor connections, corridors can
significantly increase wildlife movement between different habitats by around 50% (Gilbert-Norton,
Wilson, Stevens, & Beard, 2010).

•

Reserve buffer zones

According to Meurk and Hall, in a matrix of urban green space, 50 m buffer zones outside the
reserve can increase population and sensitivities of wild species (Meurk & Hall, 2006).

Figure 3.6. Reserve path design (Meurk & Hall, 2006, p. 140)
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•

Green space connection

A well designed green network can provide both ecological and social sustainability. In order to build
an effective network, patch sizes and their distance are both important. A patch pattern is suggested
with a range of sizes from 5 ha, 1 ha to 0.02 ha. Connections are suggested at 5 km, 1–2 km, and
0.2 km away from similar sized patches (Ignatieva, Meurk, Roon, Simcock, & Stewart, 2008).

Table 3.1. Green space accessibility
Size

Distance

Accessibility for people

>5ha

5km

30 minutes’ walk, or 10 minutes cycling from every home

>1ha

1km

5 minutes’ walk from every home

>0.02ha

200m

--

Figure 3.7. Optimal stepping stone distances for wildlife and accessibility for people (Ignatieva et al.,
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2008)
•

Green space corridors

Green space corridors can use landscape features such as rivers, streams, roads and field
boundaries. These linear features are pathways for plant dispersal or wildlife movements.
According to Kline and Cahoon, the width of river corridors should equal to approximately six times
of their bank channel widths (Kline & Cahoon, 2010).

Figure 3.8. The Width of river corridors (Kline & Cahoon, 2010, p. 232)

3.3 Determining a lifestyle urbanism
The key elements of a desirably Auckland lifestyle will be identified from an urban analysis of
Remuera. Through this case study, three main conditions will be summarized, namely population
density, dwelling type and green accessibility. These conditions will be used as the social criteria to
measure a future urban structure inside the proposed green network.

Most data in this section has been collected from 2013 Census from Statistic New Zealand, which
includes the Remuera boundary, area units, meshblocks and relevant statistical data. Analysis on
average population, population density and dwelling type are based on the census map. Other data
were generated from Isthmus District Plan with updated 2011vision. Analysis relating to land use
and green space accessibility are based on Isthmus District maps.
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Location
Remuera is one of the oldest suburbs in Auckland city. It is located less than 2 km to the southeast
of Auckland city centre. The reason for choosing this community is because it has many
characteristics typical of an Auckland suburb, which include the following:
- A volcanic cone. (Mt Hobson)
- A range of coastline, which can provide a sea view lifestyle. (Hobson Bay)
- Close to SH1which can be accessed easily.
- A large amount of green space. (parks and sports fields)

Figure 3.9. Auckland urban area（Source: Wikipedia）

Overview
Within an area of 11.61 km2, the population of Remuera is 26,679. The number of households is
10,392. The population density is 23 people/ha. The average land use per person is 435 m2.
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Table 3.2. Current population in Remuera
Area units

Number
people

Remuera
West
Waitaramoa
Orakei South
Waiata
Mt Hobson
Remuera
South
Abbotts Park
Meadowbank
South
Total

3,351

of Median age

Number
of
households

43.3

Median
personal
income
45,300

3,927
3,444
4,245
1,380
3,900

43.1
41.7
45.9
36.3
38.5

44,700
46,600
48,800
31,200
36,500

1,371
1,221
1,425
426
1,299

4,314
5,118

35.3
40.2

42,500
38,200

1,548
1,803

26,679

-

-

10,392

1,299

(Source: from statistic NZ)

Figure 3.10. Area units and meshblocks in Remuera (2013 Census maps from
http://www.stats.govt.nz)

Current land use
The map of current land use in Remuera (Figure 3.11) shows different land uses: business, open
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space, residential and special purpose. The vast majority of land use is for residential areas,
covering over 66% of total land use (Table 3.3). Open space is the second largest type of land use
(over 20%). Special purpose comprises 5.64% of total land use.

Table 3.3. Current land use in Remuera
Area(m2)

%

1 Business

334855.2039

2.88

2 Open Space

2387515.598

20.57

3 Residential

7672008.409

66.09

4 Special Purpose

654193.3212

5.64

5 Others

560323.4183

4.83

6 total area

11608895.95

100.00

Zone name

(Source: Isthmus District Plan -2011)
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Figure 3.11. Current land use of Remuera
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Population density
The average population density in Remuera is 23 people/ha. However, densities in different
meshblocks vary from 0 to 159 people per hectare (Figure 3.12). The vast majority of areas have a
density between 20 and 40 people per hectare. A number of areas have a higher density of 40 to 60
people per hectare. Areas with densities between 0 and 20 are usually reserves and sport fields.
Only very few blocks have a density above 60.
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Figure 3.12. Population density of Remuera
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Dwelling types
Remuera has mixed types of dwellings, with medium-to-high rise apartment around the community
centre and low-density housing in other areas (Figure 3.13). Many sections have been subdivided
or converted to flats even in the low-density residential areas. The total number of occupied
dwellings in Remuera is 10443. The major dwelling type in Remuera is the stand-alone house,
comprising about 66% of total dwelling (Table 3.4). The second type is attached houses and
apartments, which is almost 30% of the total dwelling.

Table 3.4. Current dwelling types in Remuera
Dwelling type

Amount

%

Separate House

6885

65.93

Flats/Units/Townhouses/ 3093

29.62

Two

or

More

Apartments/Houses Joined Together
others

465

4.45

Total occupied private dwellings

10443

100.00

(Source: 2013 Census, occupied private dwelling type)
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Figure 3.13. Dwelling types of Remuera
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Green space accessibility
The types of green spaces in and around Remuera vary. According to their size and function, green
spaces fall into two categories, i.e., regional and local greenspace. Regional green space includes
volcanic fields, coastal basins, parks and sport fields. Local green spaces mainly consist of reserves
and walkways. The following study focuses on their accessibility through different modes of
transportation.

•

Regional green spaces

As shown in the following GIS map (Figure 3.14), there are five regional green spaces around
Remuera. They are Auckland Domain, Cornwall Park, Orakei Basin, Waiatarua Reserve and
Ellerslie Event Centre. The average service radius is 2 km. This means the maximum time from
each home to any of the regional green spaces is 3 minutes average by car, 8 minutes by bike or 24
minutes on foot.
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Figure 3.14. Regional green spaces in Remuera
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•

Local green spaces

The GIS map (Figure 3.15) also shows a number of local green spaces inside Remuera. By
measuring their distances from one another, we can see the average service radius is 1 km. This
means the maximum time from each home to any of the local green spaces is 4 minutes by bike or
12 minutes on foot. Through the Orakei Basin Walkway, Hobson Bay Walkway and other walkways,
residents of Remuera can walk easily around different parks and reserves (Figure 3.16).
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Figure 3.15. Local green spaces in Remuera
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Figure 3.16. Walkway: Orakei Basin Walkway, Hobson Bay Walkway
•

Summary of results from the Remuera case study

Green spaces in Remuera are accessible according to the conditions summarized in Table 3.5, and
the established social criteria are as listed in Table 3.6.

Table 3.5. Green accessibility in Remuera
1
2

Categories
Regional green space
Local green space

Distance
2 km
1 km

Driving time
3
-

Cycling time
8
4

Walking time
24
12

(Walking speed: 5 km/h; Bicycle speed: 15 km/h; Driving speed: 50 km/h)

Table 3.6. Social criteria established from the Remuera study
Category
Average population density
Population density in blocks
Single house/attached house and apartment
Distance to Regional greenspace
Distance to Local greenspace

Conclusion
23
20-40 pepole/ha
7/3
2 km
1 km

3.4 Data collection methods
Data collection tool
This research uses GIS (Geographic Information System) as the key analysis tool. GIS is “an
organized collection of computer hardware, software, geographic data, and personnel designed to
capture, store, update, manipulate, analyse, and display all forms of geographically referenced
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information” (Popov, 2011, p. 4). GIS is a very powerful software which can present data on specific
geographic areas, and allow complex analysis to be performed based on both maps and statistics.
Throughout the design process, GIS is one of the most useful tools to analyse maps and statistics,
and overlap a range of conditions.

Data analysis methods
The data analysis process in this project includes three steps. Firstly, relevant data in the study
areas will be collected from different sources. Secondly, GIS will be used to visualize data as maps.
From these maps, appropriate maps will be chosen for further analysis. Thirdly, content analysis will
be used to illustrate different conditions on the maps. After analysing according to categories and
natural values in GIS, a combined map will show the research results, and a green space network
will be identified.

•

Online sources of data

Sources include Auckland Council website, Statistic New Zealand and GIS online sources such as
Koordinate and Lris portal.

•

Survey

Sources for future data needs include investigation of maps, collections of statistics, survey of local
board and companies. Maps should contain geographic, natural, and heritage information as well
as current land use. Statistics might be used to combine data on population changes, employment
status, and economic forecasts. Surveys could be used for analysis of previous developments,
collected information, as well as meetings and investigation with potential investments, influential
infrastructures, local board plan, and so on.

•

Mapping

Research findings from this research project will be present at three spatial levels. Firstly,
Auckland’s regional green space network in a large-scaled map. Secondly, part of the identified
green network in a medium-scaled map. Thirdly, an urban settlement site will be chosen inside the
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designed green network. This could be a master plan of Puhoi presented in a small-scaled map.
This map will describe how green spaces shape the future urban form and integrate with human
settlements.

•

Communication

The research outcomes of the three case studies will be presented as hard copies and presentation
documents. Physical copies will include texts and maps, while presentation materials will contain
script papers and PowerPoint files. Through the research process, workshops will be used for
presenting and recording project milestones. In-depth discussion and feedback at each stage of the
project will be used to guide project process into the next stage. Results from case studies will
decide help guide the appropriate methodology and address the research question.
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4. Regional Auckland case study
Testing the research methodology, three design case studies (Regional Auckland,
Warkworth-Silverdale and Puhoi) will be developed. Chapter 4 will focus on the Regional Auckland
study. The preservation and enhancement of green space will be used to shape the regional urban
structure and to design a network of greenbelts. Chapter 5 will discuss one of the identified
greenbelts (the Warkworth-Silverdale Greenbelt) where regional environmental criteria will be used
at the local scale. Chapter 6 will detail of the Puhoi case study which involves design of Puhoi’s
green space network and development of its lifestyle urbanism.

Based on the concept of city region development, the first part of this chapter will outline the
advantages of Auckland’s liveability in relation to urban structure and lifestyle. The three main
drivers of Auckland’s growth will be summarized with comparisons to global cities and Auckland’s
urban history. Maps with different conditions will be drawn in the first mapping exercise. By giving
different priorities to different conditions, maps will combined and a green space network will
emerge. Finally, the results from this the research will identify the potential for a green space
network in Regional Auckland.

4.1 Auckland regional city
Facing an increasing population and the threat of urban sprawl, Auckland’s future urban
development should not only focus on the city interior, but also concentrate on the macro regional
area along SH1 from Whangarei to Hamilton. Many towns and cities (such as Hamilton, Taurange
and Silverdale) have grown faster in recent years along this linear spine, many cities (Bogunovich &
Bradbury, 2012a). The relationship between urban settlements has also changed with the provision
of new motorway networks and broadband telecommunicating technology. Although people’s
relationship with each other tends to be closer in relation to time, this relationship may be farther
from one another in relation to spatial distance.

Although the development patterns of most major cities in the USA, Australia and New Zealand
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originated from the UK, their later development were driven by different geographical features and
economic pattern, resulting in a dramatically different societal system. As Scott and Soja have
pointed out, Los Angeles was the first American city which was distinct from European urban
patterns and this particularity disclose that desire for private rights that came from the American
Revolution. They also stated that the development of Los Angeles city region was driven by
economic change and demographic pattern (Soja & Scott, 1998).

To some extent, cities in New Zealand have some similarities with the West Coast urban model n
their growth history. However, driven by different physiographical factors, and interaction with the
indigenous population, their urbanization process shows a different form. Cities in New Zealand
have their own urban patterns, which may differ either slightly or significantly to cities in other
countries. By this I mean identifying Auckland’s own unique urban features is more important than
simulating other cities’ experience. Each city has its own problems, and they can only be resolved
based on the solution on the particularities of the location. Divided by the Waitemata Harbour,
Manukau Harbour, Whau River, and Half Moon Bay, Auckland’s current urban form is actually a
cluster of suburban districts. Inside each suburb, the pathway and cycling way network link volcanic
fields, parks and sports fields. These advantageous geographical features influence people’s
culture and social value, and these then shape Auckland’s distinctive lifestyle.

In terms of the future of the Auckland region, as New Zealand is one of the most popular
immigration destinations, attractive places, like the east coast, have grown faster with the tendency
to urban sprawl. Inter-city relationship in this area has become much more active and closer than
ever before. Nevertheless, avoiding urban sprawl is only part of the reason for needing a green
network. The key issues are: finding ways to maintain the current liveable lifestyle and reordering
the interaction between Auckland city and its surrounding towns and cities. For this purpose,
preserving a green space framework is necessary before further urban development.

4.2 The main drivers of Auckland’s growth
Definitions of terms relating to Auckland in this project
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•

Auckland Region: refers to the area within the Auckland Council administrative boundary (i.e.,
one of the sixteen regions of New Zealand).

•

Auckland Conurbation: a cluster of cities and towns from Whangarei to Hamilton and Tauranga.

•

Auckland: refers to the Auckland urban area, including Auckland city, suburbs and towns.

•

Auckland city: the area located on the isthmus, which is surrounded by the Waitemata Harbour,
Manukau Harbour, Whau River and Otahuhu.

Figure 4.1. Auckland urban area
(Grey: Auckland urban area. Orange: Auckland City)

Comparison with global cities
Globally, cities have a wide range of urban forms, for example: the Concentric Zone Model, the
Sector Model or the Multiple Central Model. Compared with other big cities in the world, Auckland
has its own unique urban features, a decentralized city located on an isthmus (Figure 4.2). This
particular geographic character determines Auckland’s external urban form and enhances its
integration with the natural environment (which includes two harbours and a large number of
volcanic fields).
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Figure 4.2 Forms of global cities in the same scale
(Bosselmann, 2008)
Auckland’s urban growth history
Table 4.1. Auckland’s growth history
Year

Growth areas

1840-1871

A small

town

Transport features
in

Parnell

and

extended

to

Port

Freemans Bay

1871-1915

Town

centre

Port and railway

Newmarket
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Maps

1915-1945

1945-1964

Started expanding to north and east

Mainly

beaches.

railway and ferry

Decentralized suburbs

Railway and ferry

expanded to north, south and east

1964-1975

Expanded further north and south,

Motorway

Manukau became a city

1975-1987

Motorway

1987-2008

Motorway

（Source: NZ Herald）
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along

Auckland’s growth history has been clearly driven by transport infrastructure. Auckland’s urban area
originated from the port and then grew along railway routes. After the motorway system was built, in
particular the Harbour Bridge, Auckland has adopted a motorway-oriented development pattern.

Lifestyle preference
The land use layout in Auckland was influenced by lifestyle factors, especially the desire for coastal
attraction. Many residential areas have developed along the coast line while industrial areas have
been concentrated in the inland areas such as west and south of Auckland. Preference for a
single-family housing also has become a strong desire in Auckland’s urban life, and distinguishes
Auckland from other cities.

The Auckland case study shows us three main drivers of urban growth: the natural environment, the
transport system and lifestyle value. Designing cities is not about designing a material place; rather
it is about designing people’s lives. Auckland already has an extraordinary urban pattern and
lifestyle, which has made it one of the most liveable cities in the world. When we consider Auckland
development, our job is not to change it, but to sustain the existing urban structure and lifestyle, and
make them even better in the future. From this view point, I am going to use the identified drivers as
criteria to address the research question and map Auckland’s future regional growth pattern.

4.3 Data collection
Data is collected from three areas: environmental data, infrastructural data and lifestyle data.
Environmental data includes five features: land use, land cover, water, topography and landscape.
Infrastructural data focuses on the motorway system, which includes SH1, SH2 and SH29. Social
data looks at dwelling types, accessibility to green spaces, services and scenic landscape features.

Environmental data
By analysing the macro-region and regional areas, natural values and urban suitability can be
identified.
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Table 4.2. Environmental features
Category

Subcategory

Climate features

Sunshine hours
Temperature
Rainfall
Wind speed

Water features

Surface water(rivers/lakes)
Floodplain (50-years)
Aquifers
Aquifer recharge areas
Port and harbor facilities
Marinas
coastline

Land use features

Cropland
Grassland
Forest
Settlement
Wetland
Open water

Land cover features

Bushes
Native vegetation
Sand
Soil classification
urban

Topography features

Hill slope
Hill aspects
Hill height

Special landscape

Public conservation
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areas

Volcanic view shafts
Significant ecological areas
Outstanding natural landscape
Outstanding natural features
Islands
Designations
Heritage areas

Wildlife features

Wildlife reserves
Marine reserves
Wildlife movement corridors
Key bird feeding areas

Infrastructure data
This data type relates to transport system, water and energy related facilities and internet services.
Table 4.3. Infrastructural features
Category

Subcategory

Transport

Port
Airport
Railway
Motorway

Utilities

Water catchment areas
Waste water
Main water pipelines
Main power lines
Broadband network

Or Facilities

Water supply
Sewers
Electrical grids
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Telecommunications
Services

City centre
Town centre

Lifestyle data
Using an existing community, features of typical lifestyle can be identified; these can then be used
to design the test site.
Table 4.4. Social features
Category

Subcategory

Dwelling types

Large lot
Single house
Terrace house
Apartment building

Accessibility to green space

Coastal areas
Rural areas
Regional parks
Reserves and creeks
Parks and gardens
Walkway and trail

Convenience of services

Local centre/ Community centre
Neighbourhood centre
Schools
Hospitals
Shopping
libraries

Scenic landscape features

Sea view
Volcanic view
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4.4 Maps
Study area
Maps are drawn at three scales: the macro-regional scale, the Auckland regional scale and the test
site (Figure 4.3). The Macro-Region area includes the Auckland region, part of Northland, Waikato
and Bay of Plenty. All the maps at this level are 1:1,200,000. The Auckland Region scale includes
the mainland of the Auckland Region with maps on 1:600,000. Maps for the test site are drawn at
1:50,000.

Figure 4.3. Study areas

Mapping
Firstly, based on different features listed (Table 4.2, Table 4.3), environmental maps and
infrastructural maps were drawn separately. Among hundreds of environmental maps, five main
features were chosen for further study: public conservation areas, forests, land use, steep land,
flood plains and water. At the same time, a map of motorway buffer zones was chosen as the most
relevant feature among various infrastructural maps. Motorway buffer zones include buffer zones
along SH1, SH2 and SH29; these have been divided into two zones of 5-km and 10-km buffer.

Each environmental map was combined with the motorway maps to become five regional maps
(Figure 4.4 – Figure 4.8). To show information in greater detail, all maps have been subdivided into
three sub regions (e.g., Figure 4.4a – 4.4c), namely Northland, Auckland and Waikato. Information
on Bay of Plenty is included in the Waikato map. The 5-km and 10-km buffer zones are indicated on
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each of the following maps.

The five maps (Figure 4.4 – Figure 4.8) have been combined based on their natural value (Table
4.7). The combined maps (Figure 4.9 – Figure 4.12) show all possible green spaces within the
motorway buffer zones along SH1, SH2 and SH29. It consists of not only the current green spaces
with different environmental conditions, but also potential green spaces which could be located in
steep land or floodplains. Based on the different location, all maps in this section have been divided
into four sub-maps (e.g. Figure 4.9a – Figure 4.9d).

Finally, a potential green space network with six major green belts from Whangarei to Hamilton was
identified from this network map (Figure 4.13).
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Map1. Public Conservation areas
Figure 4.4 shows the public conservation areas within the motorway buffer zones. Public
conservation areas are classified into 4 categories: conservation areas, a marginal strip, a marine
area, and reserves. Generally, the amount of public conservation area is very limited, and the layout
of these areas is fragmented. Most of the conservation sites are scattered separately in the area
under examination, with no clear connections. The largest and the only continuous area is along the
Kaimai-Mamaku Forest in the Bay of Plenty. Relatively large conservation areas can be seen in
southern Auckland and northern Waikato.

Statistics from New Zealand government show that conservation is one of the three major land uses
in New Zealand. Land for conservation purpose comprises more than one-third of total land use
(Statistics New Zealand, 2014). However, the number of conservation sites within the research area
is far below this proportion. Neither the area nor their linkage can support wildlife habitation and
their movements. More land need to be identified to allow for rehabilitation.
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Figure 4.4. Public conservation sites in Regional Auckland
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• Conservation-Northland
To the north of Whangarei, some reserves are located along the Whakapara River; these are the
Otakairangi Swamp Wildlife Reserve, the Wairua River Wildlife Reserve and the Opuawhanga
Wildlife Refuge Reserve (Figure 4.4a). From west to south, Whangarei is surrounded by two major
reserves, Pukenui Forest and the Otaika Valley Scenic Reserve.

From Whangarei to Wellsford, there are two clusters of reserves. The first one is around
Ruakaka-Bream Bay, including the Mareretu Forest Conservation Area and the Mckenzies of
Limestone Hill Park Scenic Reserve. The second one is around the Waiwaka River, including the
West Coast Northland Marine Mammal Sanctuary, the Pukekaroro Scenic Reserve, and the
Brynderwyn Hill Scenic Reserve.
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Figure 4.4a. Public conservation sites - Northland
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• Conservation-Auckland
From Wellsford to Warkworth, The two major conservation sites are the Totara Peak Scenic
Reserve and the Dome Forest Conservation Area (Figure 4.4b). There are few major conservation
areas between Warkworth and Silverdale. The Pohuehue Scenic Reserve and the Nukumea Scenic
Reserve are two major conservation sites. Despite the marine reserves at Leigh, there are almost
no conservation spaces within the immediate area around Auckland, i.e., from Silverdale to
Pukekohe. Long Bay-Okura Marine Reserve is the main conservation site between Silverdale and
Auckland. West Coast Northland Marine Mammal Sanctuary is the main conservation site to the
south of Auckland.
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Figure 4.4b. Public conservation sites - Auckland
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• Conservation - Waikato
Compared with the previous two sub-maps, the Waikato map has by far the largest amount of
conservation areas (Figure 4.4c). The most significant conservation site is a 75-km long linear area
to the east of Waikato which spans from the Coromandel State Forest Park to the Kaimai Mamaku
Conservation Park. From Tuakau towards Paeroa, two major wetland reserves located. The first
one is the Whangamarino Wetland which is located east of Tuakau. The second is around the Piako
River which includes the Kopuatai Wetland Management Reserve and the Torehape Wetland
Management Reserve. From Tuakau to Hamlton, some wildlife and scenic reserves are scattered
along the Waikato River. The biggest one is the Hakarimate Scenic Reserve.
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Figure 4.4c. Public conservation sites - Waikato
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Map 2 Forests
Figure 4.5 illustrates the locations of native and exotic forests. Within the motorway buffer zones,
Northland, northern Auckland and Bay of Plenty have more forests than southern Auckland and the
Waikato. However, the amount of native forests in the south is greater than those in the north.
Despite the linear native forest to the west of Tauranga, most of the native forests lack links or
connections to each other. There are however large areas of exotic forests around many native
forest sites. As exotic forests are harvested, the land could be returned to native vegetation,
expanding the native forests’ ecological effect and helping to link some of them together.
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Fogure 4.5. Forests in Regional Auckland
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• Forest - Northland
To the north of Whangarei, buffer zones along SH1are commonly covered by forests, except areas
along Wairoa River (Figure 4.5a). Cities and towns are also surrounded by forests. Native forests
are in almost equal proportion to exotic forests. From Whangarei to Wellsford, native forest is the
major type within the SH1 buffer zones. Large areas of forests are connected, the Pukenut Forest,
Ruakaka Forest, Mareretu Forest, Waipu Gorge Forest and Topuni Reserve. The Waipu Gorge
Forest is the largest forest in this area and also serves as a link between Kaipara Harbour and
Bream Bay.
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Figure 4.5a. Forests - Northland
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• Forest - Auckland
The Dome Forest covers most of area between Wellsford and Warkworth. Areas from Warkworth to
Silverdale are also covered by forests, but in a more scattered form (Figure 4.5b). These forests are
located around Moir Hill, Meales Hill and Halls Hill. A green belt from Riverhead Forest extends to
Okura Bush acting as a natural buffer between Silverdale and Auckland. In contrast, there is little
forest from Auckland to Pukekohe, with only scattered areas to the east of Pukekohe.
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Figure 4.5b. Forests - Auckland
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• Forest - Waikato
Most forests in the Waikato area are native forests (Figure 4.5c). Kaimai-Mamaku Forest is the
biggest forest in the entire buffer, and stretches along SH2 and SH29 in the west of Taurauga.
There are also three large forest areas. Maramrua Forest is located to the east of Pukekohe.
Maramaria Forest and the Hapuakohe Range form another forest area to the east of Tuakau.
Alinear forest along the Taupiri Range and Hakarimata Range is located between Huntly and
Ngaruawahia.
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Figure 4.5c. Forests - Waikato
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Map 3 Land use
The land use map (Figure 4.6) shows five main categories: forest, cropland, grassland, settlement
and wetland. Because forest and wetland have been described in the earlier maps, this part focuses
on the description of cropland, grassland and wetland.

Generally, the vast majority of land found along SH1 buffer zone is grassland. Forest is the second
type of land use. There are very few croplands within this study area, far less than the amount of
forest and grassland. Looking at the area of grassland, the proportion of grass land is the highest in
Waikato, the lowest in Northland. In terms of cropland, two major areas can be seen around
Tauranga and to the south of Auckland. However, their layout is scattered and each piece of land is
very small.

In terms of wetland, there are two major rivers to the north of Auckland, namely the Kaiwaka River
and the Hoteo River. Three main rivers run across Waikato, and these are the Waikato River, the
Piako River and the Waihou River. There are also major lakes in the Waikato Region, such as Lake
Waikare, Lake Whangape and Lake Karopiro (Figure 4.6a, Figure 4.6b, and Figure 4.6c).
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Figure 4.6. Land use in Regional Auckland
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Figure 4.6a. Land use - Northland
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Figure 4.6b. Land use - Auckland
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Figure 4.6c. Land use - Waikato
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Map 4 Steep land
Figure 4.7 shows areas in the SH1 buffer with a land slope of above 15°. Slope values can be
classified into four categories: strongly rolling, moderately steep, steep and very steep. Areas with
slope of no more than 15°are regarded as relatively flat. In general, Southern Auckland and the
Waikato have more flat land than Northland and Northern Auckland.

Table 4.5. Slope values
Item code

Class description

Class range

D

Strongly rolling

16–20°

E

Moderately steep

21–25°

F

Steep

26–35°

G

Very steep

>35°

• Steep land - Northland
A large range of areas are moderately steep or steep, with slopes between 20°and 35°(Figure
4.7a). North-west and south of Whangarei are relatively flat, especially the south areas along SH1
from Otaika to Ruakaka.

• Steep land - Auckland
From Wellsford to Silverdale, most areas in the buffer zone are above 20°(Figure 4.7b). the
surrounding areas around Wellsford and Warkworth are relatively flat. Areas between Silverdale
and Papakura are relatively flat, with only some rolling land. Most land to the east of Papakura and
Pukekohe are above 20°. Land on the west side of these two cities is flat.

• Steep land - Waikato
More flat land can be seen in the Waikato map, especially areas around Hamilton and the land
beside Firth of Thames (Figure 4.7c). Most areas around Tauranga are steep land, except the
seaside. Land between Huntly and Ngaruawahia is also steep.
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Figure 4.7. Steep lands in Regional Auckland
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Figure 4.7a. Steep land - Northland
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Figure 4.7b. Steep land - Auckland
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Figure 4.7c. Steep land - Waikato
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Map 5 Flood plain and water
Because most flood plains are around water bodies, these two features are displayed in one map.
Figure 4.8 shows water bodies including lakes and major rivers. It also shows areas with flood
return intervals from 5-year to 60-years. Floods can be divided into four categories based on flood
return interval: moderate, moderately severe, severe and very severe. There are two major flood
plains in the whole buffer zone, and these are located in the south and south-east of Tuakau.
Auckland and Northland have very little flood threat.

Table 4.6. Flood return interval values
FLOOD_
CLASS

Description

Flood return interval (years)

3

Moderate

1 in 20–1 in 60

4

Moderately severe

1 in 10–1 in 20

5

Severe

1 in 5–1 in 10

6

Very severe

>1 in 5
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Figure 4.8. Flood plain in Regional Auckland
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• Flood and water - Northland
There is only one major flood plain in the SH1 buffer in Northland, which is around the Wairua River
(Figure 4.8a).

• Flood and water - Auckland
There is no significant flood area in the motorway buffer in Auckland (Figure 4.8b). Some areas
around Papakura have a moderate threat, while a few areas beside the Manukau Habour face a
very severe threat. The Hoteo River is a major river between Wellsford and Warkworth which can
pose a flood threat.

• Flood and water - Waikato
There are two main flood areas in this area (Figure 4.8c). The first one extends from Tuakau to
Huntly, along the Waikato River, Whangamarino River and Lake Waikare. The second area spans
from the Piako River to the Waihai River along SH2.
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Figure 4.8a. Flood plain - Northland
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Figure 4.8b. Flood plain - Auckland
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Figure 4.8c. Flood plain - Waikato
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4.5 Research findings
The previous section showed detailed information of five environmental features, including public
conservation areas, forests, land use, steep land, flood plain and water. This section will show maps
that combined all these five features (Figure 4.9 – Figure 4.12).

The combined maps contain two important categories, namely, existing green space and potential
green space. Existing green space refers to current preservation areas, including native forests and
wetlands. These areas have relatively high ecological and biological value. Potential green space is
an area that has the possibility to be converted to be part of the green space network. This land can
potentially accommodate social activities like camping, walking and recreation. Not only does this
area contain exotic forest, it also includes “green spaces” created from steep lands and floodplain.

Research findings show that there is a large range of green spaces along the SH1 buffers. Green
space dominates this macro-region area. Cities and towns are separated by environmental features,
such as forest, mountains and rivers. However, existing green space looks less obvious than
potential space. There are fewer available existing green spaces compared to potential green
spaces. In terms of layout, existing green spaces are fragmented and not well connected with one
another. In contrast, potential green spaces can be linked together. In brief, this area shows that the
future green space network relies heavily on potential green spaces. Results from this work also
indicate that developing existing cities and towns is better than building new urban areas inside the
green space network.
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Table 4.7. Green space network
Category

Sub- category

Key

Urban suitability

Existing green

Public conservation

Prohibit

space

Native forest

construction

Water/wetland

Potential green

Exotic forest

space

Steep land(>=21)

Limit construction

Flood plain(<60ys)
Green
corridors(100m
buffer along rivers)
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Combined map 1: Whangarei – Wellsford
Existing green space
The distance from Whangarei to Wellsford is about 65 km. Figure 4.9a shows how little and
fragmented the existing green space is between these two cities. Existing green space within the
motorway buffer zone includes public conservation land, native forest and water. There are 12
major areas of conservation land which contains reserves, conservation areas and marine areas.
The biggest area is around the Mareretu forest conservation area with a size of 1352ha (Table 4.8).
The distance between the major green spaces varies from 2 to 11 km. Compared with other natural
features the amount of existing green space is very little. There are many small pieces of native
forest and water bodies, such as the Waipu River, but most of them are scattered. There is almost
no natural connection among existing green spaces.

Table 4.8. Major public conservation sites from Whangarei to Wellsford
Number Name
1-1
Pukenui Forest
(Pt Northland Conservation Park)
1-2
Otaika Valley Scenic Reserve
1-3
Mata Farm Settlement Scenic Reserve
1-4
Ruakaka Forest Conservation Area
McKenzies of Limestone Hill Park Scenic
Reserve
1-5
North River Scenic Reserve
1-6
Ruakaka-Bream Bay Scenic Reserve
1-7
Waipu Government Purpose Wildlife
Refuge Reserve
1-8
Mareretu Forest Conservation Area
1-9
Waipu Gorge Scenic Reserve
Waipu Gorge Forest Conservation Area
1-10
Brynderwyn Hills Scenic Reserve
1-11
Pukekaroro Scenic Reserve
1-12
West Coast North Island Marine Mammal
Sanctuary
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Area(ha)
592.6

Type
Conservation area

333.0
66.6
294.2
384.3

Reserve
Reserve
Conservation area
Reserve

113.9
457.2
137.9

Reserve
Reserve
Reserve

1352.0
84.3
154.3
236.4
132.5
-

Conservation area
Reserve
Conservation area
Reserve
Reserve
Marine area

Figure 4.9a. Existing green spaces – Whangarei to Wellsford
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Extension of green space
In contract to the existing green space map (Figure 4.9a), Figure 4.9b shows that there are large
areas of exotic forest and steep land which have the potential to extend the existing green space.
Marine buffer zones and river corridors could also be used to link different habitats. The map shows
that potential green spaces could triple the existing green spaces and connect them into a green
space network.

Between Whangarei and Wellsford, six major potential green spaces can be seen (Table 4.9). Four
of them are exotic forests, the largest is 50 km2 (Waipu George Forest). Two of them are steep land,
with the larger one having a size of over 40 km2. The two major water corridors (the Kaiwaka River
and the Topuni River) could enhance links between forests and the sea.

Table 4.9. Major potential green spaces from Whangarei to Wellsford
Number
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-6

Name/location
Otaika valley
-Marertu Forest
Waibu George Forest
Fairy Hill
Topuni

Area(km2)
15.6
41.1
15.0
50.0
5.0
2.3
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Type
Exotic forest
Steep land
Exotic forest
Exotic forest
Steep land
Exotic forest

Figure 4.9b. Green space network – Whangarei to Wellsford
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Regional green belt – A
Within the potential green network, one regional green belt is identified, green belt A (Figure 4.9c).
This green belt (6 km in length) covers both sides of the SH1. The Waipu George Forest can be
used to extend the existing green space by 1.5 times. It can not only links native forest and public
conservation areas, but also connect the western coast’s marine reserve with the eastern beach
reserve. This green belt has the potential to enhance wildlife movement dramatically.

Table 4.10. Green belt - A
Location

Existing green space

Potential green space

Whangarei –
Wellsford

Contents

%

Contents

%

Conservation, native forest

40

Exotic forest,
steep land

60
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Length (km)
6

Figure 4.9c. Regional green belt A
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Combined map 2: Wellsford – Warkworth - Silverdale
Existing green space
The distance between Wellsford and Warkworth is about 15 km. Two major green spaces are the
two scenic reserves and their surrounding native forests (Figure 4.10a). The size of the existing
green spaces is relatively large (over 240 ha). They are close to each other but lack connection.
From Warkworth to Silverdale, it is about 18 km. The total size of existing green spaces in the buffer
zone is moderate (ranging from 62 ha– 135 ha). The layout of these spaces is very scattered and
lacks connection. Native forests dominate these green spaces.

Table 4.11. Major public conservation sites between Wellsford and Silverdale
Number
2-1
2-2
2-3
2-4
2-5
2-6

Name
Totara Peak Scenic Reserve
Dome Forest Conservation Area
Pohuehue Scenic Reserve
Waihunga Moirs Hill Scenic
Reserve
Scenic Reserve - Nukumea
Nukumea Scenic Reserve

Area(ha)
246.0
402.9
75.3
134.7

Type
Reserve
Conservation area
Reserve
Reserve

62.2
113.1

Reserve
Reserve
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Figure 4.10a. Existing green spaces - Wellsford to Silverdale
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Extension of green space
From Wellsford to Warkworth, the Dome Forest covers most of the conservation area and extends
the existing green spaces to the eastern coast (Figure 4.10b). The Hoteo River buffer zone (100 m)
and its surrounding steep land link the potential green space to the western coast. As a result, the
potential green space between Wellsford and Warkworth is identified. This area covers about 10 km
along SH1, and spans over 70% of the distance between Wellsford and Warkworth. This area was
identified as potentially the second regional green belt B (Figure 4.10c).

From Warkworth to Silverdale, steep lands and exotic forests could play key roles in linking green
spaces (Figure 4.10b). Steep lands and exotic forests around Moir Hill, Meales Hill and Halls Hill
cover more than 80% of the area between Warkworth and Silverdale. Buffer zones along the Puhoi
River and the Waiwera River could become ecological linkages from hills to the east coast. This
area was then identified as a potential regional green belt C (Figure 4.10c).

Table 4.12. Major potential green spaces between Wellsford and Silverdale
Number Name/location
2-1
Dome Forest
Steep land around Hoteo River
Hoteo River buffer zone (100m)
2-2
Moir Hill, Meales Hill, and Halls Hill
Puhoi River buffer(100m)
Waiwera River buffer(100m)

Area(km2)
127
21
-165
---
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Type
Exotic forest
Steep land
River corridor
Exotic forest and Steep land
River corridor
River corridor

Figure 4.10b. Green space network - Wellsford to Silverdale
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Regional green belts
Table 4.13. Green belt - B
Location

Wellsford –
Warkworth

Existing green space

Potential green space

Contents

%

Contents

%

Length
(km)

Conservation, native forest

25

Exotic forest,
steep land, river corridor

75

9

Table 4.14. Green belt - C
Location

Existing green space
Contents

Warkworth –
Silverdale

Potential green space
%

Conservation, native forest 20
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Contents

%

Length
(km)

Exotic forest,
steep land, river corridor

80

15

Figure 4.10c. Regional green belt B and C
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Combined map 3: Silverdale – Auckland -- Pukekohe
Existing green space
Silverdale is no more than 5 km to Auckland. There are two major green spaces in this zone, the
Long Bay-Okura Marine Reserve in the east and the native forest around the Albany Reserve in the
west (Figure 4.11a). They are very close but do not connect. To the south of Auckland, there are two
major conservation areas: the Mangatawhiri Forest Conservation on the east side of SH1and the
West Coast North Island Marine Mammal Sanctuary on the west side of SH1. They are not
connected.

Table 4.15. Major public conservation sites between Silverdale and Pukekohe
Number
3-1
3-2
3-3
3-4
3-5
3-6
3-7

Name
Long Bay-Okura Marine Reserve
Okura Bush Scenic Reserve
Albany Scenic Reserve
Coatesville Scenic Reserve
Motu
Manawa-Pollen
Island
Marine Reserve
West Coast North Island Marine
Mammal Sanctuary

Area(ha)
980.0
116.4
40.0
63.8
500.8

Type
Marine area
Reserve
Reserve
Reserve
Marine area

-

Marine area
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Figure 4.11a. Existing green spaces – Silverdale to Pukekohe
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Extension of green space
Replacement of the exotic Riverheal Forest with native vegetation and the Okura Bush could
enhance the linkage between existing green spaces (Figure 4.11b). Potential native corridors along
Rangitopuni Creek and Paremoremo Creek could link these green spaces to Waitemata Harbour.
Thus, the amount of green spaces could be potentially almost tripled. The native revegetation of
steep land and floodplains could help play an important role in connecting the existing green space.
Many potential corridors could be created by floodplains. A potential regional green belt D has been
identified from the Riverheal Forest in the west to the Long Bay-Okura Marine Reserve in the east
(Figure 4.11c).

Table 4.16. Major potential green spaces between Silverdale and Pukekohe
number
3-1
3-2
3-3
3-4

Name/location
Okura Bush
Riverheal Forest
Steep land on the east of Drury
Floodplain Drury

Area(km2)
9.6
19
63
-
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type
Exotic forest
Exotic forest
Steep land and exotic forest
Floodplain

Figure 4.11b. Green space network – Silverdale to Pukekohe
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Regional Green belt - D
Table 4.17. Green belt - D
Location

Silverdale – Auckland

Existing green space

Potential green space

Contents

%

Conservation,

30%

native forest, rivers

Exotic forest, Steep
land, river corridors
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Length
%

(km)

70%

2.7

Figure 4.11c. Regional green belt D
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Combined map 4: Pukekohe – Huntly - Hamilton
Existing green space
The distance between Pukekohe and Huntly is about 40 km. Green spaces are scattered along SH1
covering no more than 20 km (Figure 4.12a). Water and wetlands are major types of green (or blue)
spaces in this area, including the Waikato River, Lake Waikare, Lake Whangape, Lake Rotongaro
and the Whanngamarino Wetland. The distance between Huntly and Hamilton is about 20km. A
linear green space is obtained by a combining native forests and conservation areas. This potential
green zone spans half of the distance between Huntly and Hamilton. The potential native
revegetation of exotic forests and steep lands enhance the connection and build links to the Wakato
River.

Table 4.18. Major public conservation sites between Pukekohe and Hamilton
Number Name
4-1
Whangamarino
Wetland
Management Reserve
Whangamarino
Government
Purpose Reserve
4-2
Opuatia
Swamp
Wildlife
Management Reserve
4-3
Conservation
Area
Lake
Rotokawau
4-4
Lake
Whangape
Wildlife
Management Reserve
4-5
Lake
Rotongaro
Wildlife
Management Reserve
4-6
Lake Kimihia Wildlife Management
Reserve
4-7
Lake Hakanoa Wildlife Refuge
Reserve
4-8
Taupiri Scientific Reserve
4-9
Hakarimata Scenic Reserve

Area(ha)
4870.6

Type
Reserve

332.6

Reserve

78.6

Reserve

409.7

Conservation area

1330.4

Reserve

482.4

Reserve

108.5

Reserve

73.0

Reserve

665.3
1811.4

Reserve
Reserve

4-10

221.9

Reserve

Te Puroa Scenic Reserve
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Figure 4.12a. Existing green spaces –Pukekohe to Hamilton
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Extension of green space
The planting of floodplains and steep lands can potentially double the amount of green space, and
link most green areas with the Waikato River corridor (Figure 4.12b). Five major green spaces can
be identified between Pukekohe and Hamilton (Table 4.19). The largest area that covers either side
of SH1 is a water zone (Green belt E) (Figure 4.12c), which includes Lake Waikare, Lake
Whangape, Lake Rotongaro and their surrounding flood area. Another potential green space that
covers both sides of SH1 is a hilly area between Huntly and Hamilton (Green belt F) (Figure 4.12c).
This area consists of the Taupiri Range, Hakarimata Range and the surrounding steep land and
exotic forests.

Table 4.19. Major potential green spaces between Pukekohe and Hamilton
Number Name/location
4-1
Mangatawhiri River flood area
4-2
Waikato River flood area and steep
land
4-3
Lake Waikare, Lake Whangape,
Lake Rotongaro flood area
4-4
Taupiri Range
4-5
Hakarimata Range

Area(km2)
4
4

Type
floodplain
floodplain and steep land

90

floodplain

24
51

Exotic forest and steep land
Exotic forest and steep land
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Figure 4.12b. Green space network –Pukekohe to Hamilton
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Regional Green belts
Table 4.20. Greenbelt E and F
Location

Tuakau-Huntly
Huntly-Ngaruawahia

Existing green space
Contents

%

Conservation, lake, 85
wetland, native forest
Conservation, native 40
forest
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Potential green space
Contents
Exotic
land
Exotic
land

forest,

steep 15

Length
along SH1
(km)
10

forest,

steep 60

3

%

Figure 4.12c. Regional green belt E and F
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Summary of Regional Auckland case study
The Regional Auckland study area covered Auckland, part of Northland, Waikato and Bay of Plenty.
The study particularly focuses on a10 km buffer zones along SH1. From Whangarei to Hamilton, six
possible greenbelts were identified as potential buffers between future urban developments (Figure
4.13). Existing green spaces, including public conservation sites, native forests and waterbodies,
are limited and fragmented; it is difficult to link them into a network. However, through a GIS
analysis, a large number of potential green spaces were recognized as having the potential for
extending existing green spaces. These areas are zoned: exotic forests, steep land, flood plains
and corridors along rivers and streams.

The six greenbelts identified would become a new regional park network along either side of the
SH1, with a length from 3 to 15km. Five of these new greenbelts would be forest parks, and one
would be a water park. Through a purchase and revegetation programme, the suggested parks
could expand to two or three times their current size. The largest proposed forest park would
provide a green regional park from Warkworth to Silverdale, which would be nearly 15km along SH1.
The shortest park would be made up of parks from Silverdale to Auckland, with a length of about
2.7km. The water park would be located from Tuakau to Huntly, including Lake Whangape, Lake
Waikare and a small amount of forest.

The regional green space network could not only provide more opportunities for people to access
the natural environment, but could also identify more spaces for smart urban growth in the greater
Auckland region. Instead of allowing urban sprawl to worsen, existing and potential urban
settlements could expand or development between these greenbelts.
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Table 4.21. Major Greenbelts along SH1
number

location

A
B
C
D

Whangarei-Wellsford
Wellsford-Warkworth
Warkworth-Silverdale
Silverdale-Auckland

E
F

Tuakau-Huntly
Huntly-Ngaruawahia

name

Length
SH1(km)
Waipu Gorge Forest-Brynderwyn Hill
6
Sunnybrook Reserve-Dome Forest
9
Pohuehue Reserve-Nukumea Reserve 15
Coasteville Reserve-Long Bay-Okura 2.7
Marine Reserve
Lake Whangape-Lake Waikare
10
Taupiri Range-Hakarimata Range
3

along

Table 4.22. Contents of Greenbelts
name

location

A

Whangarei-Wellsford

B

Wellsford-Warkworth

C

Warkworth-Silverdale

D

Silverdale-Auckland

E

Tuakau-Huntly

F

Huntly-Ngaruawahia

Existing green space
Contents

%

Contents

%

Conservation,
native forest
Conservation,
native forest
Conservation,
native forest
Conservation,
native forest
Conservation, lake,
wetland,
native
forest
Conservation,
native forest

40

Exotic forest, steep
land
Exotic forest, steep
land, river corridor
Exotic forest, steep
land, river corridor
Exotic forest, steep
land
Exotic forest, steep
land

60

Length
along
SH1(km)
6

75

9

80

15

70

2.7

15

10

118

Potential green space

25
20
30
85

40

Exotic forest, steep 60
land

3

Figure 4.13. Green space network in Regional Auckland
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5. Warkworth – Silverdale Greenbelt case study
The first case study looked at green spaces in the greater Auckland region. Six major greenbelts
were identified along SH1 for potential preservation and enhancement. This chapter will explore the
potential development of the Warkworth – Silverdale Greenbelt (the W/S Greenbelt) where regional
development criteria to maintain and develop a green space network can be explored at a local
scale.

The regional scaled case study created a greenspace network to maintain a healthy urban-nature
relationship by:
•

Preserving existing green spaces, such as public conservation sites, native forests and water
bodies

•

Extending the existing green space by co-opting potential green spaces, such as exotic forests,
steep lands, floodplains and corridors

These conditions will also be used as environmental criteria in the W/S Greenbelt case study to
develop a potential green space network.

In addition to the environmental criteria developed from the first case study, a set of green space
design strategies will be used to shape an effective ecological green network between Warkworth
and Silverdale. The key strategies used in this process will include buffering existing green spaces,
revegetating potential green spaces, planting river/road corridors and rezoning land use.

This study will suggest that with the establishment of a carefully designed property purchase
strategy over 20 years, a public green space network could be built along the Puhoi River in the
middle of the W/S greenbelt. By putting camp grounds, walkways, recreation sites and car parks
into the new public green space network, a regional park design will be created to show how
ecological and social functions could be connected.
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5.1 Introduction of the W/S Greenbelt
The Warkworth – Silverdale Greenbelt, identified from the Regional Auckland case study as
Greenbelt - C, has a length of 15 km along SH1 between the two towns. Existing green spaces are
very limited and fragmented within this area, but by including potential green spaces, the network
could be expanded by five times and improve connections among isolated sites.

Existing green spaces
Existing green spaces in W/S greenbelt include public conservation sites and native forests on
private land.

Figure 5.1 shows that public conservation sites are very limited and not connected,

while the amount of native forests is larger than the conservation areas. Connections are few
between these areas. The largest piece of conservation land within W/S greenbelt is the Puhoi
Scenic Reserve, with an area of 28.1 ha (Table 5.1).

Table 5.1. Major public conservation sites in W/S Greenbelt
Number
P-1
P-2
P-3
P-4
P-5
P-6

Name
Puhoi Marginal Strip
Remigers Bush Scenic Reserve
Puhoi Scenic Reserve
Hikauae Creek Marginal Strip
Puhoi River Conservation Area
Te Hemara Island Historic Reserve
Te Koroto Island Marginal Strip

Area(ha)
3.8
12.4
28.1
1.7
1.2
3.1
9.3
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Type
Marginal Strip
Reserve
Reserve
Marginal Strip
Conservation Area
Reserve
Marginal Strip

Existing green spaces-W/S Greenbelt

Figure 5.1. Existing green spaces in the W/S Greenbelt
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Potential green space
There are areas within the W/S Greenbelt which have the potential to be developed into green
spaces (Figure 5.2). They include exotic forests, steep lands, water corridors and floodplains. Steep
land is land with slope above 20 degrees. Water corridors include areas along the Puhoi River and
the Waiwera River. Floodplains are mainly located in the estuary areas of the rivers. Through
appropriate methods, potential green spaces could become part of the green space network.
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Green network--W/S Greenbelt

Figure 5.2. Green space network in the W/S Greenbelt
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5.2 W/S greenbelt analysis
Map1: Topography
The topography of the W/S greenbelt is lower in the Puhoi valley and higher to the north and south
(Figure 5.3). Elevations in W/S greenbelt range from 20 m to 300 m (Figure 5.4). The existing built
area is the Puhoi Village inside the Puhoi Valley, with an elevation of about 40m. Land along the
Puhoi River bank has an elevation of about 20 m. To the south of Puhoi, three hills can be seen with
peak elevations of 200 m. To the north of Puhoi, peak elevation is 160 m. Further north, the highest
point is 300 m. To the east of SH1, the elevation is relatively low, with the peak at 140 m.

Figure 5.3. Topography of the W/S Greenbelt
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Figure 5.4. 5-m contours in the W/S Greenbelt
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Map2: River catchment areas
Two river catchment areas are related in the present study (Figure 5.5). They are the Puhoi River
and the Waiwera River catchment areas.
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Figure 5.5. River catchment areas in the W/S Greenbelt
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Map 3: Transport
According to the Auckland transport agency, a planned motorway from Puhoi to Warkworth is going
to be built, starting in late 2016 (Figure 5.6) (New Zealand Transport Agency, 2014). The building of
a new motorway will affect both the natural environment and transport connections. The new
motorway will cut off connections from Puhoi to the east coast. However, the new motorway will
reduce travel time and increase transport convenience from Puhoi to Auckland and Warkworth.
There are also some local roads along river banks and mountain ranges and they serve local
settlements and farms (Figure 5.7).

Figure 5.6. Planned motorway from Puhoi to Warkworth
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Local roads

Figure 5.7. Local roads in the W/S Greenbelt
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Map 4: Public land ownership
Most land areas are private while public land areas are very limited (Figure 5.8). Most of them are
scattered along Puhoi River and SH1.

Legend for Figure 5.8
Public land
Private land
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Figure 5.8. Current land ownership in W/S Greenbelt
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Map 5: Auckland Unitary Plan
The Auckland Unitary Plan (Figure 5.9) indicates that both urban and rural settlements will be
expanded in this area by the end of 2030. At the same time, a number of public open spaces will be
transferred from private lands. According to the proposed Auckland Unitary Plan (Auckland Council,
2015), “The commercial centre of Puhoi is zoned as Neighbourhood Centre. The residential area is
zoned as Rural and Coastal Settlement. To the west of the village is an area zoned as Countryside
Living zoning. The land north of Puhoi River (adjacent to the village) is zoned as Public Open Space.
To the east of the village, the land around Puhoi River is zoned as Rural Coastal. The remaining
land is zoned as Rural Production.”

Legend for Figure 5.9
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Auckland Unitary Plan – W/S Greenbelt

Figure 5.9. Auckland Unitary Plan – W/S Greenbelt
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5.3 Green space network design
Green space network plan principles
•

Identify and protect existing green spaces: native vegetation, public conservation sites and
wetlands

•

Respect existing landscape: topography, landforms and ownership

•

Identify possible green connections or links that can enhance existing green spaces: exotic
forests, steep lands, floodplains, water corridors

•

Identify strategies that can convert potential green spaces to green networks

Green space network strategies
•

Plant native trees inside 50 m buffer areas around native forests

•

Encourage planting of native vegetation or exotic forests on steep lands

•

Link green spaces through river corridors and local road corridors by:
- Preserving 100 m buffer zone along each side of rivers (Puhoi River and Waiwera River);
- Preserving 200 m buffer zone along SH1
- Preserving 20 m buffer zone along each side of local roads
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Strategy 1: Expanding native forest
•

Preserve current public conservation sites

•

Encourage land owners to preserve native forests

•

Encourage land owners to plant native forests around existing native forests and public
conservation sites (within 50 m buffer zones) (Figure 5.10)
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Figure 5.10. Expansion of native forests in the W/S Greenbelt
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Strategy 2: Planting steep land
Encourage land owners to plant native forests on steep lands (Figure 5.11).
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Figure 5.11. Steep land in the W/S Greenbelt
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Strategy 3: Planting river corridors
•

Encourage planting of vegetation along the edges of rivers (Figure 5.12)

•

Encourage planting within 100 m buffer zones along either side of the Puhoi River and the
Waiwera River

•

Encourage planting within 20 m buffer zones along either side of streams
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Figure 5.12. Water corridors in the W/S Greenbelt
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Strategy 4: Planting road corridors
•

Preserve 200 m buffer zone along SH1 (Figure 5.13)

•

Preserve 20 m buffer zones along either side of local roads
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Figure 5.13. Road corridors in the W/S Greenbelt
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Strategy 5: Rezoning land use
•

Purchase lands from private owners

•

Convert private lands to public green spaces

The area of the existing public space land is 310.2 ha, and the potential area of the rezoned land is
1342.2 ha (Figure 5.14). The rezoned land includes two aspects. Firstly, according to the Auckland
Unitary Plan, 869.0 ha of land will be transferred from private ownership to public ownership.
Secondly, 473.2 ha of land could potentially be purchased and converted to public space. The total
amount of public space could be 1652.4 ha; five times the area of the current public space. This
potential public space would form a continuous green space from the west of the Puhoi River to the
east coast.

Legend for Figure 5.14
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Figure 5.14. Future land ownership in the W/S Greenbelt
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Green space network plan
Combining the above maps through different strategies, the resulting map (Figure 5.15) shows the
potential green space network in the W/S Greenbelt. Green spaces include two main categories:
public green space and green space on private land. Both of them have important environmental
values for preservation of native species. Public spaces can also be social spaces that provide
people opportunities for hiking, camping, boating or fishing. Bush corridors connect many of the
green spaces and enhance both social activities and wild-life movements.

Legend for Figure 5.15
Legend

Types of green space
Public green spaces
Native forests
Exotic forests
Corridors
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Figure 5.15. Green space network in the W/S Greenbelt
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Public green space design
The total potential public green space is 10 km long from west to east, and 3.3 km wide from north
to south (Figure 5.16). Divided by the Puhoi River and SH1, four areas of green spaces can be seen
on the following map. Each piece has a carpark on the entry of local roads. Lookouts are designed
on the top of hills. Some places for fishing and boating are designed along the coastal line.
Camping grounds are located close to river on relatively flat sites. Pathway systems are designed
along river banks, water edges and mountain ridges, connecting most of the facilities.

Figure 5.16. Public green spaces in the W/S Greenbelt
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Implementation timeline
A green network plan is a long-term plan. It takes times to be completed (Table 5.2). The
implementation process could be divided into five phases (Figure 5.17), starting from Puhoi River
corridor, and then continuing to the east and south, until the process reaches the east coast. By the
end of 2035, a green network with convenient facilities can be completed.

Table 5.2. Public green space implement timeline
Legend

Time

Events

Year 1-2

purchase lands along the Puhoi River, plant native vegetation

Year 3-5

purchase lands to the south and east Puhoi River, pave pathway along
Puhoi Valley

Year 5-10

purchase lands along coastal area, plant vegetation

Year 15

install public camping grounds

Year 20

complete green network between Warkworth and Silverdale
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Figure 5.17. Implementation of the W/S Greenbelt
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6. Puhoi case study
The first case study identified 6 potential major greenbelts along SH1 through a set of
environmental criteria and mapping exercises. The second case study chose one of these
greenbelts (W/S Greenbelt) and explored a number of design strategies to develop the green belt at
a local scale. A set of rezoning and purchase strategies were explored to design a public green
network along the Puhoi Valley. This public green network has the potential to provide more green
space for both native species and human activities.

This chapter will focus on how a potential urban development could manifest inside the green space
public network. Puhoi was chosen within the W/S Greenbelt to test the established environmental
criteria and public space design strategy. A set of social criteria was developed from the Remuera
case study and used to shape Puhoi’s urban structure. The key points of the social criteria include:
•

An average population density of about 20-60 people/ha in residential block

•

A proportion of 7 units of standalone houses to every 3 units of flats/apartments

•

A maximum distance of about 500 m between each home and the nearest green space

Finally, a master plan of Puhoi was carried out to demonstrate how the green space network and
urban development could be integrated to maintain a high quality environment and lifestyle.

6.1 Introduction of Puhoi
About 47 km from Central Auckland, Puhoi is a small rural village within the northern Rodney
District of Auckland. It is located on the hills and flats surrounding the Puhoi River. State Highway 1
is on the eastern side of the village (Rodney District Council, 2010).

I chose Puhoi as a case study site because: Puhoi is close to both SH1 and the coast, and is
located in one of the proposed regional green belts. Puhoi is an existing town with relatively long
history, which also needs to be maintained. A more urgent reason for choosing Puhoi is that
1,921.2706 ha of land along SH 1, near Puhoi, was purchased by an overseas investor on the 28
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January 2010 (Land Information New Zealand, 2010). Thus, there could be potential development
in this area in the near future. To protect the natural environment and maintain the lifestyle pattern in
Puhoi, a green space network should be preserved before the development occurs.

In this chapter, two methods will be used to sustain a typical Auckland’s urban structure and lifestyle.
Environmental criteria will be used to preserve and enhance a green network before urban
development occurs. Social criteria derived from the Remuera case study will be used to build an
urban structure to accommodate Auckland’s urban growth.

History
Puhoi is an ethnic historic village in New Zealand. It was settled in 1863 by people from Bohemia,
an area which is now called the Czech Republic. Puhoi retains much of its Bohemian atmosphere
and culture, but with vibrant contributions from residents from across the world. 100 years ago, the
population in Puhoi was 500, but it has dropped over the years (Puhoi historic village, 2013).

Puhoi historic village

Puhoi Hall
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Puhoi Town Library

Puhoi Church

Bohemian Museum

Surrounding landscape
The character of Puhoi is a river valley surrounded by ridge lines running east west and native
vegetation. The landscape of Puhoi is dominated by rural areas with scattered residential
settlements. Forests and grass-lands occupy moderate to steep lands. The coastal marines, river
headlands and estuaries are along the east coast. To the east of SH 1, there are mudflats,
mangroves and pastured river flats in the upper estuarine areas (Rodney District Council, 2010).
Puhoi Road and Puhoi River are two the main connections between the village centre and the
outside environment. The Puhoi Pioneers Memorial Park is a major park inside the village centre.
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Puhoi Pioneers Memorial Park

Puhoi River

Slopes and forests

Vegetation
Vegetation in the Puhoi catchment is mostly native secondary or regenerating forest with remnant
vegetation (this includes mixed podocarp-hardwood with tanekaha and kauri). Some of the area of
native bush and indigenous forests within the Puhoi catchment are owned by the Crown, while
others are owned by Rodney District Council. A number of privately-owned bush lots are
covenanted under the 'bush lot subdivision', where bush lots are considered as significant natural
areas with moderate value (Rodney District Council, 2010).

Existing buildings
Buildings are found mainly along Puhoi Road, Saleyard Road and Krippner Road. The historic
village centre is along Puhoi Road. A hotel, coffee bar and other shops are to the west of the centre.
Some houses are extended to the entry of SH1. Except for the Puhoi Hotel, most commercial
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activities are housed in single-storey buildings. Single - family housing with spacious yards
dominate existing settlements.

Puhoi Hotel

Central view

Coffee

Rural settlements

The Puhoi River
The Puhoi River is a river rans along the bottom of the Puhoi valley. It is one of the most important
features of Puhoi. It is about 10-20 m wide to the west of SH1, becoming a wider estuary to the east
of SH1. The water in the river is clear. Most settlements and commercial activities are found along
the Puhoi River. There are also recreation-related commercial activities like canoeing, fishing and
boating on the river.
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Social spaces
Regular community events and sports occur frequently in Puhoi. The main social spaces are
located around Domain Road and the Puhoi Hotel, which include a sports field and a public square.
Events like the Axe Man Competition usually happen at the front of Puhoi Hotel.

6.2 Urban development analysis
Potential urban land
Once the potential green space network around Puhoi was identified, land areas for urban
development were determined. The total amount of potential urban land is 331ha, comprising of five
sites (Figure 6.1). Three of them are located along the Puhoi valley to the west of SH1. To the east
of SH1, one of the potential sites is located in the hills, while the other one is located close to the
coast.
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Figure 6.1. Potential urban land in Puhoi

Urban population
According to the Remuera case study, the criterion for population density in a standalone housing
area is set at 20-40 people/ha, and that for apartment area is set at 40-60 people/ha. A proportion of
7 units of standalone houses to every 3 units of flats/apartments is another important criterion.
Using these criteria, the total population in Puhoi could be increased to 8610-15240 people on
331ha. Among the total population, 70% would live in standalone houses, and 30% would live in
apartments. Figure 6.2 shows the possible distributions of the population based on the amount of
land.
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Figure 6.2. Possible population density in Puhoi

Urban structure
Divided by SH1, the future urban area of Puhoi could include two separate parts (Figure 6.3). The
west town would include three standalone housing settlements which are connected by Puhoi Road.
The east town would include an apartment area and a standalone housing area which is linked to
SH1 by the Hungry Creek Road.

Commercial and non-commercial services for future Puhoi would be provided at the level of town
centres and community centres. The historical town centre would be preserved and updated with
new facilities. The new town centre would provide commercial services and a sports field for the
new residences. Three community centres would be located at the entries of each new housing
area to provide the necessaries of people’s daily life.
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Figure 6.3. Urban structure of Puhoi
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6.3 Puhoi master plan
In the previous sections of this chapter, two criteria were applied to measure Puhoi’s overall
development. Firstly, a green network around the Puhoi Valley was identified through environmental
criteria. Secondly, the urban developments between the potential new green spaces were
determined by social criteria. The following section of this chapter will show how these two sets of
criteria could be integrated, and how this integration could preserve natural environment and further
enhance the high-quality lifestyle.

A site (Figure 6.4) within the Puhoi green network was chosen to develop a master plan at a higher
resolution. Environmental maps and social maps were collected for site analysis. After completing
the mapping and analysis, a park was designed to connect the old town and the new town, green
links were planned to integrate the environmental and the social features.

Figure 6.4. Site for master plan
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Site visit
The chosen site is located to the west of SH 1 running about 2 km along the Puhoi River with a
width of around 1 km (Figure 6.5). Current land use to the south of the river includes the Puhoi
Historic Village Centre, the new built area and some green space. Land to the north of the river
contains a public conservation site, native forests in private lands, and sports fields. Although Puhoi
has a beautiful landscape, most of it is wild and not easily to accessible (Figure 6.6). Most forests to
the north are private lands. Although there is a pathway along the north bank, it is closed to public
access by fences. There is only one bridge that connects nature and the town along the 2-km long
Puhoi River. Moreover, due to a lacking of pathways or roads, scenic view of the river is limited from
the new built area.

Public
conservation

New
built
area

Sports field
Historic
centre

Figure 6.5. Current land use in Puhoi
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Figure 6.6. Current landscape

Environmental maps
The environmental maps include vegetation, contours, slopes, rivers and flood plains, and
landscape. The vegetation map (Figure 6.7) shows that native forests are fragmented with a lack of
connection. Contours and slope maps (Figure 6.8, Figure 6.9) indicate that lands along the Puhoi
River are relatively flat, but areas to the north and south are very steep. Some areas along the river
and stream are prone to flooding (Figure 6.10). The landscape in Puhoi Valley is diverse and
natural.
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Figure 6.7. Current vegetation in Puhoi

Figure 6.8. 2 m contours in Puhoi
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Figure 6.9. Slopes in Puhoi

Figure 6.10. Rivers and flood plain
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Social maps
According to the proposed Auckland Unitary Plan (Figure 6.11), land to the south of the Puhoi River
could be urban, rural settlement in the east and countryside living in the west. Public open spaces
could also be expanded along the river bank toward the east, but still be isolated from other open
spaces (Figure 6.12). Existing buildings are mainly standalone houses with strong rural
characteristics, such as those of single - storey, low density and found far away from one another
(Figure 6.13). The local road system (Figure 6.14) includes three main roads, namely Ahuroa
Road-Puhoi Road, Saleyard Road and Krippner Road. Domain Road is a very short bridge which
crosses the Puhoi River in the historic centre. It links the sports field on the north bank of the river to
a walkway that leads up to the northern ridge.

Figure 6.11. Auckland Unitary Plan - Puhoi
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Figure 6.12. Public open spaces in AUP - Puhoi

Figure 6.13. Existing buildings in Puhoi
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Ahuroa Road

Domain Road

Puhoi Road

Figure 6.14. Local roads in Puhoi

Design strategies
To integrate environmental features with social elements, a series of design strategies were
employed. These are: a urban-natural structure, the green network, revegetation, dwelling patterns
and a park design strategy.

Strategy 1: Urban-natural structure
•

Expand current conservation sites into a 2-km long regional park

•

Put social activities and walkways inside the regional park (e.g., picnic, playground and
recreation sites)

•

Use the regional park to connect the old town and the new town

•

Preserve the current buildings and urban fabric in historic town centre

•

Expand and intensify buildings in the new town
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Strategy 2: Green links
•

Identify green corridors along the river, stream and steep land

•

Build bridges to increase connections across the river

•

Plant trees along both sides of local roads

•

Design walkway systems inside residential areas

Strategy 3: Revegetation
•

Convert some of the private lands into public spaces

•

Re-plant native bush on converted lands

•

Buffer existing native forests and link revegetation areas
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Strategy 4: Dwelling pattern in the new town
•

Subdivide sections into 4 - 6 sites

•

Increase building height to 2 - 3 storeys

•

Arrange buildings into different units through greenways

Strategy 5: Park design
•

Park design strategy could range from geometric to naturalism

•

Formal elements could be used in urban playgrounds and pathways

•

Random features could be used in regional parks and green corridors
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Puhoi Master Plan
According to the design strategies, a possible design solution is illustrated in the following plans and
sections (Figure 6.15 – Figure 6.19). The key points of the master plan include:

•

Historic Town

The area of existing town is about 52 ha (Figure 6.15a). The sizes of most residential sections
range from 1000 m2 to 4000m2, only few of them has an area above 4000 m2. To maintain the local
history and culture, the historic town is preserved with its original buildings and landscape. At the
same time, trees could be planted along the Puhoi river corridor and Puhoi road. No more new
buildings are proposed within this area.

•

New town

The area of new town is about 41 ha (Figure 6.15b). Few residential sections are found in this area,
with size above 10,000m2. Based on the social criteria, the new town will be rezoned and intensified.
Firstly, larger sections are subdivided into smaller sites (i.e., 500 - 750m2). Then, new buildings are
designed as different clusters. Small parks are located in the middle of each cluster of buildings, the
size of these parks range from 3000 m2 to 5000m2. Pathways connect each home through small
parks to the public green spaces in the north.
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Figure 6.15. Master plan of Puhoi
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Figure 6.15a. Historic Town in Puhoi master plan
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Figure 6.15b. New Town in Puhoi master plan
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•

Regional parks

The area of existing public conservation site is about 23 ha (Figure 6.16). North of the Puhoi River,
the existing public conservation site is expanded from the west to SH1 in the east. Some of the
private land will be purchased and rezoned to public land, so the area of this new park would
become 73 ha. Through a revegetation strategy, most of the land will be transformed to native bush.
Spaces for social activities are designed within the regional parks. These activities include
play-grounds, look-outs, tracking, fishing and boating.

•

Integration

The potential regional park will link the new town with the existing historic town and soften the
contrasting characters (Figure 6.16). Three green corridors are proposed to cut through the entire
length of the urban area, from the north to the south, and connect the natural environment with the
urban space. The width of these corridors varies from 50 m to 100 m. Through walkway systems
inside the urban area, green networks are easy to access. The master plan suggests that residents
can walk to a variety of green spaces within 12 minutes from each home.
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Figure 6.16. Green space network in Puhoi
•

Sections

Two sections were chosen to show the differences and links between urban social spaces and the
natural environment (Figure 6.17). Section A (Figure 6.18), with a length of 720m, is located inside
the new town. From left to right of the plan, this section shows how the native landscape of the
southern hills will connect to urban spaces, then extend across the river, and again connect to
native bushes of the northern ridge. Section B (Figure 6.19) shows the steep lands in both the
northern and southern hills, with two rivers at the bottom of the valley. Old buildings are located
around the historic town centre. As can be seen in this section, one of the three planned bridges
would connect the native bush with social recreational areas and provide opportunities for residents
and visitors to take the advantage of the new green network.
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Figure 6.17. Location of sections

Figure 6.18. Section A

Figure 6.19. Section B
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Southern bush area

New town suburban with pathways

Figure 6.18a. Section A - south

New town suburban with road side corridor

Figure 6.18b. Section A - middle

New town suburban with river side park

River and tracks

Figure 6.18c. Section A - north
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Northern bush area

Southern bush area

Existing buildings on steep land

Figure 6.19a. Section B - south

Existing buildings with pathways

Water side park

Figure 6.19b. Section B - middle

Park on steep land

New bridge

Recreation site

Figure 6.19c. Section B - north
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Northern bush area

Stream

7. Conclusion
The research question this project aimed to answer was “How can a green space network maintain
the sustainable and resilient urban development of regional Auckland and preserve the unique
lifestyle?”

We have shown that a regional green space network system can be established, whilst the same
time, we have identified more urban land for development with high-quality of life. By purchasing
and revegating of some private land, it is possible to expand the regional green network. At the
same time, we can designate more land for the urban growth of Auckland and thus increase the
number of people with access to high quality lifestyle.

7.1 Summary
Importance of green network
This research started with recognising the importance of Auckland’s existing green spaces, which
not only provides Aucklanders with a unique urban-nature relationship, but also offers a high-quality
lifestyle. This research discussed future challenges, which include increasing population and the
on-going urban growth across Auckland. Given the current and future pressures on Auckland’s city
spaces, a preservation strategy that links and extends Auckland’s current green space network
could provide the key to protect Auckland’s high quality environment and lifestyle.

Three themes
Through the literature review, three themes were discussed; these are: the regional city, green
space networks and lifestyle urbanism. The relationships between these three themes can be
summarized in three main points:
•

In the framework of a city region, studies of individual cities or towns are not enough to plan
Auckland’s development. In order to adapt to the significant changes of theory and practice,
Auckland’s development potential need to be studied as an entire region instead of the current
definition of Auckland City.
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•

Worldwide regional city practices show that green-space frameworks play a critical role in
shaping the urban transformation of regional cities, especially as sub-centre divider,
development direction guider, retrofitting tool, and green infrastructure.

•

Auckland’s lifestyle study also indicates that green spaces offer its citizens a suburban lifestyle
within a variety of outdoor spaces and hence makes Auckland distinct from other major cities in
the world.

Two methods
The research methodology was based on two sets of criteria: environmental and social criteria. The
environmental criteria were built through a GIS analysis of Auckland’s land use information, which
included a combination of existing and potential green spaces, as well as an understanding of the
revegetation process. The key strategies to combining land use to form a green space network
included:
•

Preserving existing green spaces, such as public conservation sites, native forests and water

bodies
•

Planning the extension of potential green spaces, by using: like exotic forests, steep lands,

floodplains and water/road corridors
The revegetation process involved:
•

Planting native trees within a 50 m buffer areas around native forests

•

Encouraging the planting of native vegetation on steep lands

•

Linking green spaces through river and road corridors

To meet Auckland’s lifestyle factors, a number of social criteria were established using a Remuera
case study. The main categories of the social criteria were:
•

Dwelling density

•

Mixing housing

•

Green accessibility
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Three scales’ study and research findings
To carry out the research work, three case studies were chosen, and analysed at various scales
ranging from regional to local, and then at a more detailed finer level. These study areas were: the
Regional Auckland, the Walkworth/Silverdale Greenbelt and Puhoi.

In the Regional Auckland study, a number of environmental criteria were used to analyse land areas
along a 10-km buffer zone of SH1. Six possible regional greenbelts were identified from Whangarei
to Hamilton as buffer zones between urban developments. Land between the green networks could
have potential for urban areas in the future.

Among the identified greenbelts, the W/S Greenbelt was used to show how environmental criteria
could be developed at a local scale. Firstly, a green network was identified through a similar process
used in the regional study. Then, a set of rezoning and revegetation strategies was employed to
develop a public green space network along the Puhoi Valley. A park system was then formed with
both ecological and social values.

The last study of the research project narrowed down to Puhoi, a small village within the W/S
greenbelt. The proposed Puhoi master plan showed how both environmental and social criteria
could be integrated to enhance a high-quality environment and better lifestyle. Social criteria
(established from the Remuera study) were used to shape Puhoi’s future urban structure. Through
a series of design strategies, the revised Puhoi urban area could accommodate a larger population
and yet maintain a high-quality lifestyle with great green space accessibility.

7.2 Final conclusion
Given the current and future pressures on Auckland’s public space, the preservation and expansion
of Auckland’s green space network is critical to protect Auckland’s high-quality environment and
lifestyle. Findings from this research suggest that a green network can offer the growing population
a new regional park system, and provide more urban lands for the growing Auckland. The research
further suggested that this would result in an increase in the number of people having access to a
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high quality lifestyle. The implications of this research outcome are summarized in three points:

Firstly, green networks can dramatically increase green space accessibility for new suburbs, towns
and villages. Current towns around Auckland lack public spaces because they are mostly
surrounded by private farmland or forests. By purchasing some of the private land and using a
revegetation process, a regional park system can be created. Residents in new towns and villages
would be able to easily access public green spaces within 5 km. Even with the growing population
of Auckland and its surrounding satellites, this new park system can still offer people a variety of
outdoor activities, passive recreation and satisfy other social needs.

Secondly, preserving natural features can provide habitat for native species and help them move
and migrate. Through the protection of public conservation sites, native bush and water bodies, plus
the linkage of native corridors from hills to the sea, the amount of wild plants and animals can be
increased. Moreover, their movement can enhance the resilience of ecosystem.

Furthermore, a green space network in the greater Auckland area can prevent urban sprawl
effectively. Facing the continual urban growth along SH1, suburbs and towns to the north of
Auckland, like Albany and Silverdale, have almost become connected. The proposed green space
network will contain some of the new settlement more or less in their existing sites, while allowing
new developments within the new but still limited peripheral space. Urban sprawl traditionally has
won over the green space because the development agenda is better formulated than the
conservation agenda, if we have a clearly defined green network system, then the conservation
agenda can be more assertive.

Preserving green spaces in the greater Auckland region is not anti-development but rather will
result in a better development by identifying suitable spaces for smart urban development, thus
eliminating urban sprawl. At the moment, potential land for a new regional park system is not
valuable because they are steep or in flood-risk areas. Buying this land would be more expensive in
the next 20 years, so it makes better sense to buy it now. Through careful purchase and a
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revegetation process, these new green spaces would be integrated into a new ecological system,
while at the same time maintain a high-quality living environment for next generations of
Aucklanders.
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